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ix

The Viewing Eye

Greetings art lovers.
 I’m Alan W. Beckett, the author of this book. My intention 
is to guide you through many aspects of paintings: to enrich 
your understanding and knowledge for a greater fulfilment of 
your experience of galleries and exhibitions and to deepen 
your intimacy with your favourite paintings.
 I’ll be joined in my narration by several folk who 
introduce themselves below.
 I’ve tried to avoid the volumes of text normally associated 
with a study of art. Instead you’ll find fully illustrated step 
by step guides, sometimes straight-forward, sometimes a little 
more complex. Take your time on your journey.
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In some cases we’ve used the same painting to cover several topics. 
It can help to explain certain things from a point of familiarity.
 We’ve used pen and ink drawings in order to carefully 
explain the points we are making. In simply reproducing 
the paintings you may be tempted to become involved with 
other things, the paint and texture for instance and thus our 
narrative might be lost.
 This book has been written for you to take step by step 
or simply dip into any section. It will be all you need to know 
to enjoy a conversation about paintings: in a gallery or over a 
cup of tea.
 Enjoy.

where we’ve shown the artists speaking, the words are ours not 
theirs. this is to try and illustrate the main point of the topic 

succinctly and easily

 i’m frank and togther with francine we’re commenting on the 
paintings in this book. 

hello there. 
we’re in the 

frame too. i’m sid 
and he’s bert

we love looking 
at paintings 
in our own 

way. enjoy our 
comments

 let us point out that most of the images of paintings – have been drawn by us 
to help illustrate the points we are making
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 Looking at a painting a little deeper and 
a little deeper still 

How many times have you visited an art gallery and wished 
that you understood the paintings better?
 How many times have you visited an exhibition and 
worked through your checklist of paintings without fully 
understanding what you are viewing?

For many people the world of art is a mystery.  There are many books 
on art, on artists and on styles, movements, form and composition.
 Many of these books have been written for the general 
reader but also many more have been written for the more 
specialised market.

Weighty tomes have been produced over the centuries in an 
attempt to explain and explore the art world. Many of these 
works have led to the elevation of the art world leaving many 
people like you and me at a loss.

one more artist and i’ve 
ticked my whole check 

list

bit too posh 
for me mate. 

art is for arty 
farty’s and not 

for ordinary 
blokes like me

you really don’t have that long 
to live to read all this lot
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This book will explain in simple terms what to look for and 
what to consider in a painting, from an introductory level 
through to issues such as provenance and the order of gallery 
display.
 This is for people who simply want a little more 
understanding of what they are looking at.

and now let’s give you a flavour of what’s to come.

 i can’t cope with

 too many words. 
i want more pictures!

i want instantaneous information and 
knowledge without the necessity of 

wading through masses of text. i want a 
quick insight. a short, easy to understand 

explanation… please.
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Look at many of Rembrandt’s self-portraits. In most the artist 
is looking at the viewer directly. The viewer is invited into 
the picture with the artist. It’s almost as though Rembrandt is 
directly communicating with you.

   Contrast this with Manet’s “A Bar at the Folies
   Bergère” where the bartender is gazing away from 
the viewer. You’ve no reflection in the mirror. You are deliberately 
not involved in the picture. But you are. Without you it would be 
purposeless. You are stood in front of it, not in it, as a viewer.

There is an absence of direct communication between the 
bartender and the viewer. How do you feel about your 
relationship with the bartender? How do you feel about her 
thoughts and feelings regarding her position as a bartender? 
This is Paris in the 1880s. The male flâneur is a vital component 
in the mirror looking directly at the bartender with possible 
self-indulgent thoughts probably best being left in his mind.

here’s looking at you kid!

who or what am i 
gazing at? what 

are my thoughts?

my thoughts excite 
me and i’m keeping 

them to myself

whilst we’re here, look at the composition and structure of this 
painting. horizontals and verticals hold it together.

i’m on the town in 
paris tonight and i’m 
going to have a jolly 

good time. mais oui!
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Consider a further work by Manet, his 1863 ‘Olympia’, which caused 
a storm when it was first shown in 1863. The principal subject, the 
naked woman who is a prostitute, is staring directly at the viewer.

   Édouard Manet

so, whilst you’re thinking about manet’s subject matter: also 
consider his use of light – where is it coming from? look at his 
composition – his form and structure, his brush strokes, use of 

colour and above all – his creation of space.

what are your 
thoughts as  you 

see me stare 
directly at you?

what is my gaze saying to you?

do you feel comfortable 
looking at a naked woman 

as me. or are you as the 
flâneur: eying up the 

opportunity of helping 
the bar tender with her 

cash flow?

how much am i worth? no – as a painting?

but i’m not real am 
i? i’m only layers of 

paint on a canvas

so think about me and my work. how 
far do you wish to look deeper and 

deeper into my pictures?

i dreamed a dream.
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deep thoughts there, bert.

probably wondering what life’s 
holding for her, sid.
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First impressions: what is it? Is it a painting?

Upon entering a gallery you look at the first thing that 
appears to you and you ask “what is it?”

this is my painting ‘nuit étoilée avec cyprès’ or in 
english: ‘starlight night with cypresses’ which i painted 
in 1889. of course it’s a painting what else could it be?

is it a painting i see before me?
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hi there. i’m jackson pollock and my works are paintings too. 
they are a bit different from vincent’s but i still used paints 

and brushes and canvas. read more about me a little later on.

and me, i’m barnett newman and mine is a pure painting. 
behind me is ‘onement vi 1953’. it’s just paint on the 

canvas. it doesn’t rely on any other media, no objects or 
subjects. could this be the epitome of painting?

my name is giotto di bondone, 
to my friends simply giotto. my 

work shown here painted in the 
early 1300s, is a painting before 

oil was invented. i used egg 
tempera on plaster and i was 

painting to commission.

for those of you who are interested, look for the 
influence of byzantine. moving art style from the east 
to italy, gothic and the beginnings of the renaissance.

our version of newman's work 
using torn card to illustrate the 

concept of 'medium specificity' 
which you'll read about later
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hi guys. i might not be exhibiting in a gallery, but believe it or 
not, this is also a painting. i’m using paint and the wall is the 

canvas for my own creative expression.

but that’s 
not art!

whether it’s a fresco, an oil, water colour, abstract or 
contemporary art, it’s a painting. so far so good.

oh yes it is… he says it is
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2. ‘WHAT IS THE 
PAINTING ABOUT?’
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Subject Matter…what is it about?

Now let’s consider the subject matter. What is it a painting of? 
Who or what is in the painting?

Is it a landscape?

       Is it a still life?
Is it historical?

Painted by the surrealist artist Rene 
Magritte in 1929: The ‘Treachery of 
Images’. It is a pipe, yet it isn’t…it’s 
a painting. Is that Magritte’s point? 
It is not in physical reality a pipe, it 
is simply paint on canvas: a picture 
of a pipe.

Or is it contemporary
art?

am i a 
portrait?

i’m painting this right now

our sketch to illustrate margritte's 'treachery'
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Is it figurative – is it a figure, a still life or a landscape – 
something you can actually recognise?

Or is it abstract? You may not be able to see what it is 
supposed to be about. You’d be better off with an explanation 
and interpretation.

this, and many others like it, was painted by william-adolphe bourgereau in 
1884. ‘biblis’. fine brush stokes, smooth finish, idealistic – it all accords with 

the prevailing french salon dictates of ‘good art’ at the time. i’d call it 
decadent eroticism, but is that being iconoclastic?

zdravstvujtye.
my name is victor khrisanfovich kandinsky. i am recognised as a leading 
proponent of abstract art and i painted this in 1911. you cannot see any 

images in this that you can recognise as actual figures
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That was the easy part, recognising what the subject matter 
or ‘genre’ is.
 We’re going to give you a brief tour through the history 
of subject matter. Not styles or movements or ‘isms’… we’ll 
come to that later …
 …but what the artist depicted.

 

 

going back to cave art, nobody knows why i depicted animals in their own 
images, was it for ritual, for illustration, for teaching or pure decoration?

i was born 5000 years ago. i produced pictorial representations of gods, my 
leaders, stories of battles and conquests.

think how rapidly art styles change today. ancient egypt art styles hardly 
changed for 1000s of years.
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From the early to late medieval eras, the Byzantine Empire, 
through to early Renaissance periods: paintings were generally 
religious icons for worship through to biblical storytelling 
illustrations. The works were for reverence, for the church’s 
control, for salvation, ecstacy, worship and education.

wonderful bit of hell fire and damnation don’t you think? it was these sorts 
of illustrations that struck fear into people. in terms of the history of art 

‘gothic art’ such as this can be seen to be the re-birth of art.

this is known as the winchester 
style. it found its way all the 

way to rome and back again to 
england from the 10th to the 

12th century.

taddeo di bartolo  
‘devil & userer’ 1393

carolingian illustration of the 
apocalypse late 10th century
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greetings. i’m giorgio vasari and in 1550 i published 
my ‘lives of the most excellent artists, sculptors and 

architects’. since then my works have been of enormous 
influence on art history. i concentrated on artists in italy 

and especially my beloved florence.

hmm. warm in 
the summer but 
a bit chilly in 
the winter…

i guess i need no introduction. but 
for those who don’t know me i’m 

leonardo da vinci.
a question for you – can you think 

of any painting before the high 
renaissance where the subject matter 

is of a landscape or even still life?

from the high renaissance onwards artists became 
recognised as artists as such and not craftsmen.

their market expanded considerably from simply 
the church. artists sought commissions, for 

example portraits (flattering of course) and 
historical depictions.

oh boy…now we’ve got to 
attract a much wider market!

and who would pay for 
commissions? the rich and non-
religious establishments such as 

civic authorities
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These are examples of amongst the first historical scenes 
commissioned by a civic authority – the City of Florence. So the 
subject matter: commemorations of battles. Far removed from 
religious matters. The competition illustrates well how artists were 
now seen as artists and allowed their own free style in interpretation.

this is a drawing of the battle of cascina. a competition put on by niccolo 
machiavelli in florence in 1504 to see who could depict a battle scene 

better – michelangelo or leonardo. neither was ever completed. its subject 
matter is ‘historical’. this is michelangelo’s attempt

and this is a sketch by peter 
paul rubens of the ‘battle of 
anghiari’ by leonardo. it is 

thought that it has now been 
painted over

i’m ambrigio lorenzetti. i painted this fresco for the civic authority 
in sienna in 1340. much earlier than the above. and it’s still there! 

am i the first landscape painter?

oh well. any other examples of early civic art? worth some research.
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The Italian Renaissance saw artists dramatically expanding 
their freedom to choose their subject matter and the way it 
was depicted.
 So at long last artists such as Correggio and Titian were 
able to acknowledge in graphic almost erotic form, our 
strongest emotions: love and desire and a deep affection for 
one another

What do you think?

 from the silent fantasising of our desires 
to the practical depiction of our love – in 

art. things had substantially moved on

or simply treating women as 
mere sexual objects?

titian 1488 – 1576 ‘danaë with eros’ 1544

correggio 1489 –1534. ‘jupiter 
and io’ 1531

and non-mythological as 
raphael lustily painted his real 

love ‘la fornarina’

‘la fornarina’ 1519
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At the same time as the Italian High 
Renaissance, the Northern Renaissance was 
well underway. A classic example of the move 
towards more secular subject matter rather 
than religious can be seen with Albrecht 
Durer’s ‘Melancholia'.
 From the 17th Century and through the 18th there was a 
significant increase in the number of landscape, genre and animal 
paintings. Religious painting almost disappeared in the European 
Protestant countries. Look at the Dutch Golden Age for instance.

 

Incidentally, whilst we are looking at the Dutch Golden Age 
and its maritime pictures in particular, bear in mind that they 
were a significant influence on JMW Turner. We’ll delve into 

this beautiful seascape was painted by hendrick dubbels, a dutch artist in 1650.

and read later of the influence of the 
enlightenment – the age of reason

shipping becalmed offshore 
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it in depth later but for now, consider the ‘impersonality’ of 
the Dutch maritime pictures compared to Turner’s attempt 
to empathise you with the fear and excitement of the human 
experience, drawing and inviting you into the painting. So 
had painting moved on by the time of the Romanticists 
and leaping ahead, think about how Modernism and Post 
Modernism moved yet further on by acknowledging human 
emotions and feelings and senses to the full.
 More on that later, but for now – more human experiences.
 In 1750 – look at Hogarth’s Rake's Progress. Things are 
moving on in terms of subject matter.
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In the early 19th Century, particularly in British Romanticism art, 
landscape art took to its prominence. But – and it is essential to 
remember – landscapes with figures being central to the narrative.

 i’m jmw turner and this is my ‘chichester canal’

my name is john constable. he – jmw turner, is my biggest rival. 
do you know he actually added a sun image as he mounted his 
painting at the royal academy, just to spite me? chichester ha! 

what’s wrong with suffolk or even good old salisbury?
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With the Romanticists, nature evoked powerful emotions 
– fear, terror, love and joy: all being dynamic dramas of the 
human experience.
 Turner and Constable rejected what was conventionally 
accepted as beautiful and artistically appropriate at the 
time. Vision and vitality – responding directly to what they 
saw, with free expression in their brushstrokes, colour and 
composition, capturing weather, seasons and light with their 
deliberate intensity.
 The late 18th and early 19th Centuries saw war and 
revolution, political turmoil and reform as well as rapid 
industrialisation. All metaphors for change and uncertainty as 
well as the joy and pain of the human story.
 It can also be considered why in many of their works, the 
figures are small and not a central feature. At a time of riots 
and political uncertainty, were these artists acknowledging the 
existence of peasants and labourers yet because of the threat 
they may have felt about them, they were kept at a distance? 
Food for thought and do enjoy reading the section on ‘You 
the Viewer’.

 not a soul about bert. they’re probably all down 
the pub talking about how they can keep their jobs 

with all the new machinery coming in

 very peaceful isn’t it sid?
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So over the years from the Renaissance an acceptance grew 
of a hierarchy of subject matter.

History painting: secular, sacred, mythological
 Portrait painting
  Scenes of everyday life (Genre)
   Landscape, Seascape and cityscape
    Animal painting
     Still life

from the mid-19th century, challenges to the formal art establishment as 
epitomised by the french académie de peinture et de sculpture, came in the 

form of what we now call modern art for instance starting with manet.

i’ll explain what’s ‘modern’ 
about this later on

from manet through to today’s contemporary art, there is no formal 
hierarchy of subject matter, anything went and indeed goes, to convey 

meaning, feelings, thoughts, ideas, and concepts. from portraits of monarchs 
and surrealistic symbolism; the deepest human emotions and feelings

bonjour. it’s me again, 
édouard manet. some 

people call me the father 
of modern art
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image 

so let’s have a little exploration of subject matter in the 20th century.

i’m kazimir malevich and i painted a series of 
these ‘black squares’ from 1915 to 1927 as a 

geometric art work as part of my avant-
garde suprematist movement.

piet mondrian here. i painted my 
‘composition in blue and yellow’ in 1935. 

what does it remind you of? an aerial view? 
you work it out, for me it’s a geometric.

bonjour marcel duchamp talking. this is a small part of my 1915-
23 early surrealist work called: ‘the bride stripped bare by her 
bachelors, even’. subject matter? well it’s surrealist, the title 

may give it away, and for those of you with a broad enough 
mind – look it up!

pablo here. in my ‘guernica’ which i painted in 1937. 
subject matter – the nazi bombing of civilians in 

guernica spain. i used a horse to represent the terror 
of the people.

our sketch to illustrate 'the bride'.

salvador saying hello to you. 
i’m scratching myself with 

a part of my ‘metamorphosis 
of narcissus’ painted in 1937. 
subject matter – surrealist 

dream imagery.

our sketch of a horse in cubist style
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Francis Bacon 1945 ‘Three Studies for Figures at the Base of a 
Crucifixion’. Subject matter: Bacon based these figures on Greek 
myth and they were to form only a predella to his additional 
crucifixion painting which never materialised. Imagine 
therefore these menacing figures forming the platform to a 
modern crucifixion interpretation. Terrifying.

this is my response to my son who challenged me in 
1961 to paint mickey mouse. pop art i believe. subject 

matter: for you to decide. i’m roy lichtenstein

our 
sketch to 
illustrate 

the 'pop 
art' style

so we’re nearing the end of our section on subject matter and its history. 
let’s have a quick look at a few more modern era works and try and work 

out what the subject matter is all about.

in 1964, andy warhol painted his 
‘brillo box’ series. subject matter: 

consumerism as an art form. 
this illustration on the right 

typifies his approach.

our schematic sketch of bacon's 'crucifixion'
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 reminds me i’ve got to do my laundry bert

 and i’ve got to go to the shops and get some hand 
cream for my aunty mabel sid
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David Hockney 1967 ‘A Bigger Splash’. Subject matter: Life 
style? Sunny California? The disappearing diver – a comment 
on the transience of life or this life style?

And now – with the new avant-garde 
– Conceptual Art? A blank canvas: the 
subject matter – completely open. But question: how many 
conceptual art avant-garde works do you see that are actually 
paintings?

illustration 
in the style of 
david hockney

damien hirst produced a whole range of these 
‘spot’ paintings in the 1980s and 1990s. what 

do you think the subject matter is all about? 
it’s conceptual art: ideas, emotions, thoughts. 

think about the effect it has on you.

illustration in the style of damien hirst

 well that about wraps it up for this section on subject 
matter. i promised you only a few minutes to give an 

overview

skimmed the surface, tip of the iceberg – but remember – this 
was only to help you ask – ‘so what’s the subject matter?’
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Storyline: is there a story? What’s going on?

Is there a storyline attached perhaps and if so, what is the 
relationship between the figures? What are their circumstances 
and situation? Is it indoors or outdoors or with painting such 
as abstract art is it difficult to tell? What is the message the 
artist is trying to convey to us: is it obvious or do we need to 
delve much deeper to gain an understanding?

 

Enjoy weaving the plot 
yourself. As in life’s stories there may be no neat beginning 
or ending, things may have just rolled in and out. So may we 
suggest when you look at a painting with an obvious storyline, 
don’t just take it as a snapshot in time, enjoy weaving the plot! 
Let’s get you started with these three classic examples. Thank 
you…

…for bringing us 
your stories as we’ll see over the next few pages.

not as many examples are needed to answer the question ‘is 
there a story?’

it’s all pretty obvious really. look 
to see what’s going on. can you spot 

a plot? a storyline? are we at the 
beginning, middle or end of the story? 

what happened beforehand, what’s 
happening now? what’ll happen next do 

you wonder?

mr norman 
rockwell

mr william 
holman hunt

mr edward 
hopper
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William Holman Hunt, a British Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood 
artist, painted ‘The Awakening Conscience’ in 1853.
 Critics at the time slated it as being ‘drawn from a 
very dark and repulsive side of domestic life’. But others, 
including the influential figure of John Ruskin, defended it as 
having a serious message grappling with the thorny issue of 
prostitution.

 ahhh. oh 
woe. what 

has become of 
me? what am i 
doing? who is 
this groping 
man? but i’m 

trapped? how 
else can i eat 
and pay the 

rent? what will 
become of me?

 oh come now. 
don’t get off 
my lap i’m so 
enjoying this 
tune. i’m just 

here for a 
goodly time 

don’t you 
know. you’ll 

be ok, there’ll 
be other men 

after me.

greetings i’m john ruskin. i was an artist and art 
critic. i may have been a bit of a prude but i was 
insensibly angry about the plight of women in 

society and domestically.
who is this man? what is the girl’s story? how has 

she ended up like this? what future does she have? 
will she be incarcerated for her downfall as with 

the other 3386 london prostitutes in 1853?
wait a minute though. mr holman hunt has called 

his work ‘the awakening conscience’. surely she’ll go 
on to better things? but how? the position of many 
women alone is quite untenable in victorian society

 so what storyline can you weave here?
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 What was happening in 1942? 
Pearl Harbor was attacked 
in 1941 so the USA was 
now in the World War 
II. 32nd US President Franklin D Roosevelt was in charge. US 
motor manufacturers switched their priority to war machines. 
Daylight Savings War Time goes into effect. Nazi U-boat sinks 
American cargo ship at mouth of Mississippi River. Gasoline 
rationing introduced. In New York – no more baseball night 
games. Bing Crosby’s ‘White Christmas’ and ‘Silent Night’ recorded. 
USA & USSR sign Lend-Lease. ‘Bambi’ is released. The British 
wartime movie ‘Mrs Miniver’ has made a dramatic impression on 
America’s attitude to the war in Europe. It has been raining a lot. 
And on and on…and this is just up to the fall in America.

 ok – here’s a good painting for a storyline

 edward hopper’s ‘the nighthawks’ 1942

start to look at paintings from the 
perspective of the contemporary 

viewer, so from the point of view of 
an american in 1942

 what do you think were the prevailing attitudes at the time? the politics 
and the economic situation? do you think any of these influenced hopper? 

the answer is almost certainly ‘yes’.

look at my fellow players in this painting. are we looking at loneliness or 
companionship? how do you think me and the others are making a living – or 
are we not? remember the above: huge increase in industrial manufacturing 

and with show-business – business as usual.
i might even be here because the baseball has been cancelled.
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do you think there’s any serious 
relationships here? where will my 

customers be going on to? where have 
they come from?

i wish he’d used a different aftershave

what time of night is it? late hours or wee small hours?
are my players drinking tea, coffee or what?

look at my location: a typical diner. i set this picture in 
greenwich village nyc nearby where i lived.

edward hopper 1882 – 1967

the source of lighting, form and structure of the work: 
we’ll deal with these matters in detail later – but for now 

– consider…how hopper has constructed his picture

good story line isn’t it? what do you think?
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an oasis of light in a sea of darkness sid. and 
companionship don’t you think?

looks a bit doleful 
and soulless to me 

bert
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Let’s now look at the American artist Norman Rockwell.
 Rockwell illustrated for the Saturday Evening Post for 
many years and his work epitomises the ideal of the ‘American 
Dream’.
 Most of his works tell stories. Here’s one for you to enjoy.
 It’s called: ‘The Runaway’ and was featured in The Saturday 
Evening Post in September 1958.
 We've shown it as a story book.

 

so what do you think the storyline is here?
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And now look at the diner owner. We’ll assume 
he’s the owner – what do you think? Look at his 
kindly, paternal and understanding face – and 
the way he completes the close communication 

postures in this scene.
 A good storyline, excellently illustrated 
but with no clear dialogue or definitions – it’s 
left to you to read into it what you wish. And 
that’s the deeper enjoyment of paintings with 
a storyline – so much for you to enjoy if you 
spend just a few minutes contemplating.

well i painted this for readers to enjoy the warmth and comfort of 
seeing a little boy who has run away from home, being looked after 

by his elders and authority, in a typical american diner.

where do you think the little boy was 
running away from? his home? an institution? 

what do you think his circumstances are 
all about? is he just following a spirit of 

adventure?

what do you think the officer is saying to him? look at his face – it’s firm 
yet understanding and friendly. look at the way the officer leans towards 

the boy and looks kindly down at him. a perfect communication pose and 
posture between the boy and the officer.

so we’ve nearly finished our section on storylines but before we move on, 
have a quick look at the way rockwell has structured his painting. we’ve 

mentioned the players’ pose and posture, but notice how they form a 
‘golden triangle’. more on that later. also look at the form: the vertical 

and horizontal lines in particular. comforting solidity and structure. look 
at the everyday objects: the radio and cup and sugar dispenser. again – 

reassurance of the ‘domestic known’. also look at the symbolism of the boy’s 
stick and bundle: that tells a whole part of the story in one small image
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And finally…

We’ve given you two versions to look at. Without a figure and 
with the figure added as Millais intended.

Deeper, richer storylines. Empathising with human 
experiences of fear, joy, wonder, threat, relationships and 
excitement. Do sit and contemplate what is going on and 
what stories you can weave for yourself.

 look at this work by sir john everett millais. ‘glen 
birnam’ was painted in 1891

 the first version: a picturesque scottish winter woodland 
scene. the second version – don’t you think the figure adds so 
much evocative narrative appeal – and the more enigmatic the 

better?
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Relationships. What is going on…?

This next section is closely associated with subject matter and 
story line. Here we are concentrating on relationships.
 With figures in the painting the viewer can ponder on 
their relationship. Are they looking at each other or not? 
Are they touching or not? What about the movement and 
positioning of each character portrayed?
 Let’s start off with ‘The Arnolfini Wedding’ by Jan van Eyck. 
Painted in oil on oak panel – oil paint itself being a new 
development. Note the date: 1434, the Dutch Renaissance: 
very early indeed for such a subject rather than religious matter.

 

We’ve got gender roles here too. 
The woman by the bed and deeper 
inside the room – domesticity, 
whereas the man is by the window 
– he’ll be out there in the world. 

He’s holding his hand up in a symbol of authority and he’s 
looking directly at us, she is looking directly at him – more 
from a position of equality. The joining of hands: the joining 
of two families. The nuptial agreement, the contract.
 Was this work painted as part of a contract? A confirmation? 
A sealing?

notice the eye and physical contact-or not. more subtly - look at the poise 
and postures, the location and proximity to each other. look at their 

respective sizes and their location in the perspective of the picture

we know they’re married as according to 
scholars, this can be confirmed by the wife’s 
headdress being up. unmarried women wore 

their hair down in 1434
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A unique work for its time and ever since. The more you look 
into it, the more you’ll enjoy it.

look at the other items of symbolism: the mirror 
on the wall, the dog, the various items of domestic 
ownership draped on the walls. the bed. the sofa – 

and on and on

now look at the perspective achieved. the use of 
lighting to create depth and cosiness
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 Let’s now move on 60 or so years and journey south to Italy 
where religious paintings were still the order of the day, albeit 
many now being more humanist in nature.
 We’ve captured here a work by Raffaello Santi, known as 
Raphael. The Louvre’s title in French ‘La belle jardinière’.

 

 
 

mary, jesus and his cousin john, later to become the baptist

probably the most important relationship of all: mother and child.

but where’s dad ma?
don’t worry son. 

i’m here in the 
background

forget for a while the religious iconography, look at the 
relationships. the way they’re looking at each other. mother 

adoringly at jesus, jesus lovingly at his mother with john looking 
up at his inspiration.

the mother child relationship. probably captured most supremely 
with leonardo’s ‘cartoon’ in the london national gallery: simply 

sketched here as finely as possible to capture the subtleties of 
light, poise and features sufficiently in my drawing of it. you’ve 

got to go and see it
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Look at how Jesus is pulling away from his mother whilst she 
reluctantly is letting him go to his destiny – and we all know 
what that was to be – he will, as we all do, die and Mary 
knows this. Mary has brought life and death into the world. 
He is growing up and pulling away and is already blessing 
John. Mary knows she must let him go as mothers do but 
with her arms and hands she is emotionally holding on to 
him. He is looking away to his future, with her eyes he is 
the only centre of her world. Mary’s mother Anne looks on 
in support, but there is nothing she can do to prevent the 
inevitable, as an older woman she knows the pain and grief 
of the empty nest.
 Look at the composition: the direction of the heads, the 
gazes, the knees, the bodies twisting – and the relationship 
between all the physiques. All perfectly and beautifully 
executed.

move emotionally into this image. it may bring a tear to your 
eye if you dwell long enough on its meaning
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bit sketchy for my liking sid. call 
it a cartoon? he’s having a bit of a 

laugh isn’t he?
unfinished business of a 

transient life bert
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We now move on a few centuries, to France in 1875 and a 
work by Edgar Degas known as ‘L’ Absinthe’ currently in the 
Musée d’Orsay in Paris.
 The female is Ellen Andrée, an actress, and the male is 
Marcellin Desboutin, a painter, printmaker and an enjoyer of 
life. The café where they are taking their refreshment is the 
Café de la Nouvelle-Athènes in Paris.

When shown in Paris and London 
in the late 19th Century it caused 
a storm of controversy. Low life. 
Alcoholism. The green, addictive 
and brain damagingly devilish 
Absinthe. A Bohemian life style.

Now look at the relationships. Are 
the players a unit? Have they just met or are we looking at 
something long term? Platonic or more intimate? What is the 
storyline?
 With the population of Paris growing fast there was 
concern about the increasing isolation of its citizens. But 
surely these two are together?

Ponder on the relationship between the principal characters 
before you.

how does it make you feel?

what do you think? make up your own story about these two 
people’s relationship with one another…or not!
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Movement. Is it still, flowing, dynamic?

Let's move on... into movement. 
 So far most of what we’ve looked at is static: still posed 
figures, landscapes and so forth.

 

so now look at the artist’s subject matter and simply ask the 
question whether there is movement or are we looking at a static 

composition?

greetings from cornwall. i’m alfred 
wallis and i retired from the sea and 

started painting at the grand age of 67. 
i was discovered in 1928 by the artist ben 

nicholson who moved to st ives. my work is 
‘naïve’: it’s simple with no perspective and no 

scale. in respect of movement – of course 
there’s movement – look at the sails on my 

‘blue boat’.
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 bit primitive isn’t it sid?

 retired to paint bert. didn’t have to prove 
anything anymore. just enjoyed being himself
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We are considering here how artists have tried to depict 
movement onto a 2D static surface.
 A canvas: static, rigid, vertical and horizontal with no 
depth – a simple flat surface. So how on earth can genuine 
movement be a part of painting?

Others have displayed movement but alluding to it almost as a 
photographic still or a snapshot of a scene. So let’s look at a few 
examples and see how successful the allusion not illusion, is.

oh come on now. i’m jean-honoré fragonard 
and of course movement can be depicted. my 
work ‘the swing’ painted in 1767 really shows 

movement as this extract amply illustrates.

well it does and it 
doesn’t. as jean-honoré 

admits, movement is 
‘depicted’ but it’s not 
actual movement, it 

cannot possibly be on a 
static surface.

nicolas poussin

‘dance to the music of time’ 1640
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edgar degas here. look at how much 
movement i’ve captured

vincent here again. look at my trees 
and the movement with the clouds

i’m henri matisse and 
in 1910 i painted 

this work ‘la danse’. 
with the free flow 

and sketchiness 
of the painting i 

did indeed try and 
capture an allusion, 

but of course not 
an illusion.

this is our schematic sketch 
of matisse's 'la danse'

my 1941 work, ‘the battle of britain’ gives an allusion to movement: the 
planes, the smoke streams and clouds. note that i attempted to paint this as 

though it was from the air. lots of movement but on my static canvas. i’m paul 
nash incidentally.

‘ballerina‘
1874
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 Now look at a work that went a little further in attempting 
an illusion and not simply a depiction of movement.
 Remember that we’re now talking about the era of the 
emergence of cinema: the moving pictures. These scenes 
influenced Marcel Duchamp to create his 1912 work ‘Nude 
Descending a Staircase’.

So when you look at a painting, 
is there movement and how 
has the artist attempted to 
depict it or allude to it? How 
successfully has the artist 
acknowledged the rigid static 
2 dimensionality of the canvas?

 Later on we are going to look deeper at the relationship 
of the artist to the constraints of their canvas and you the 
viewer. But for now, just reflect on what is going on with 
movement.

 early cinematic moving images – 
the world would not be seen in 

the same way again.

 look at this work carefully 
and you’ll be able to just about 

pick out the figure moving down 
from left to right. duchamp has 
frequently overlaid the figure 
with more figures similar to a 
slow movie. he’s trying to give 

an illusion but of course is still 
restricted to the static canvas.

this is our schematic sketch 
of duchamp's 'nude'
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Weather and time

Delving deeper into a painting and perhaps following the theme 
of the storyline, it can add a great deal of enjoyment if you think 
a little about the artist’s references to weather and time.
 Look at the painting and ask yourself: What is the 
weather? What is the time of day?

 
i’m delighted you’ve chosen me to illustrate this 

topic. i went to great lengths to capture the 
impression of weather and time.

i painted this when i came to london from france and 
i simply wanted to catch the transience of light over 
the thames first thing in the morning. do you think i 

achieved this? i call it ‘sunrise over the thames’
let me emphasise the word ‘impression’ as that was 

what i attempted to achieve. the impression of light 
at that time of day. no hard lines, not what you 

could call ‘photo-realism’.

 how many paintings can you think of that show it raining? not many i guess.

claude monet 
1840-1926
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 looks a bit wishy-washy to me 
bert. nothing solid there at all

light’s transient sid – can’t 
hold it. so light you’d think 

it’d float off
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Now let’s look at a lesser known Monet. This is his ‘La Pie’ or 
‘Magpie’ – see it sitting on the fence?

This painting captures a bright winter’s late afternoon. Look 
at the shadows, look at the snow-capped fence, trees and 
building. There’s no signs of life here except the magpie and 
the foot prints in the snow.

 Page 45

with time and weather, look at the title, look at the shadows

with my ‘the fighting temeraire’ i wanted to capture the calm sea during the 
end of a summer’s evening. the grace and curves of the old ship going to 

the breaker’s yard set against the close of a day, the close of an era – to be 
overtaken by the smoke belching tug. romanticism if you like – the passing 

of days heralding the industrial revolution.

jmw turner 1775 – 1851
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The weather is of course an environmental consideration and 
most artists were more concerned with their principal subject 
matter rather than the weather.
 Can you think of any exceptions? A good one is John 
Constable. Look at his storm clouds. They indeed are subject 
matter in their own right and Constable used these to 
symbolise the turbulent times – as with Turner – the onset of 
the Industrial Revolution.

most artists who chose to accurately depict the weather seemed 
to prefer sunny days or at least neutral weather
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Component parts and how they inter-relate

There are paintings that contain important component parts, 
for instance the clock on the wall, the various objects on 
shelves and tables, the castaway pair of shoes on the floor or 
various depictions of items of symbolism and allegory.
 A deeper understanding of the figures and the story 
described may be found by looking at where and why the 
artist has any objects placed in the painting, remembering 
that they have not been put there by accident.

Ask yourself the question: are the component parts 
harmoniously interdependent or completely independent 
from the subject matter?

well there’s a mouthful. what on earth do you mean?

 look now at the multiplicity of component parts of a 
particular painting. this is obviously easier to see with some 

works rather than others

jig-saw of component parts only making sense when they come to a whole
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Remember the religious strife at the time. The Protestant 
reformation: Martin Luther, Henry VIII: the old ways of the 
church versus the new ways of science and discovery and 
humanism or indeed the unification of secular capitalism and 
the modern church before the Counter-Reformation? So what 
has Holbein placed between these two – look at the clues below.

The component parts are unified – they all contribute to 
the subject matter. They are all important items of learning, 
science and discovery. Each is interdependent upon one 
another and the primary subject matter which is of course 
the ambassadors themselves. In addition, these parts are 
harmonious in that they represent important features of 
progress and understanding of the time.

 i’m hans holbein. look at my painting called ‘the ambassadors’. 
a couple of lads visiting the court of henry viii in 1533. on 

the left is a landowner called jean de dinteville and on the 
right is a cleric called georges de selve, who is a bishop.

let’s look at some of the component parts in this picture

 Astronomical 
instrument

Mobile sundial

Measuring 
instrument

Musical 
instruments

Universal 
equinox dial

Sun dial

Globe

Arithmetic book

Anatolian carpets

what do you make of the crucifix at the very top left of the picture? 
look at the date. it is set in england. what happened in the 1530s?

Stretched skull         Lutheran psalm book
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 looks like a right old pair of smart 
arses bert

i guess you’ve got to be smart to 
work out what all those things 

are for … and … to keep up 
appearances before our henry
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Many works of the Renaissance contain important objects 
that contribute symbolically to the painting. Viewers could 
look out for such objects and say for instance “Oh that’s so 
and so. I know that because she is holding a thingamajig as she 
always does”. Let’s give you some examples.

do you see what we are getting at?

our lord jesus christ was crowned with 
thorns, whipped, nailed to a cross and 

crucified. we are a religion that promotes 
peace and goodwill to all men. you see – if 
you behave yourself you’ll get into heaven 
– through st peter and his keys. there you’ll 

find your peace.
jesus christ with st peter 
and his keys to heaven

hieronymus bosch

bit gruesome isn’t it?

st lawrence and the 
grill he was cooked on.

st catherine and her wheel that 
she was going to be broken on.

st sebastian and the 
arrows he was shot with.it’s getting rather 

warm in here
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The power of art to convey messages and meanings. Look 
now at this strange painting. It’s by a man called Bronzino 
and was painted around about 1546. So it’s High Renaissance: 
Italian Mannerist. For many, art had reached its perfection in 
the Renaissance, Mannerism was moving on.

Here with ‘Venus and Cupid’ Bronzino has added a lot of additional 
detail as component parts adding to the depth of his message – 
the pleasures, agonies and ecstasies of love. What greater human 
emotion could you wish for? We’ve already looked at Correggio, 
Raphael and Titian’s depictions of love and lust.

If this was just a picture of Venus and Cupid it would be 
nowhere near as powerful without the aspects of the emotion 
that Bronzino has dramatically and symbolically included.

do you know the painting where the woman has an extra 
vertibrea in her neck? i’ll give you a clue. it’s by the artist called 

parmigianino and was painted in 1535. we’ll see it later on

this is an ‘allegorical’ picture – messages are contained within

Old Father 
Time

Rose petals

Serpent of  
jealousy

Pomegranate 
– Symbol of  
physical love

Masks of  
illusion

Uncertainty 
pulling back the 

curtain

Cupid and his 
arrow

Rage, despair

That physical 
loving feeling

Cushions to 
enjoy love on

Dove of Peace
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i feel a bit awkward looking at this sid and 
i’m no prude. it’s so complicated

i guess love’s like that bert – 
complicated – but it looks like she’s 
having a giggle being tickled pink
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Paul Gauguin led a fascinating life. After working on the 
Panama Canal he married a Danish girl and they had 5 
children. They moved from France to Copenhagen where 
Gauguin became a tarpaulin salesman but he couldn’t speak 
Danish. So that didn’t work. He became a stock-broker, but 
that didn’t work. So he became an artist – but that didn’t work 
either as he found it difficult to sell anything in his lifetime. 
But since then – his work became famous and well-sought after.
 In 1885 he left his wife and children and moved to Paris 
to enjoy the art community there. After that to Arles where 
he joined his friend Vincent Van Gogh and after that to the 
South Seas where he sought and found the free primitive 
hedonistic life style that suited him.

let’s now move on a few years to 1892 and the artist paul gauguin.

enough of all that. why have you included me in this section?

 look carefully at one of paul gauguin’s works 
below. it’s called ‘mata mua’ or ‘in olden times’.
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 The two women on the right are playing and listening 
to a musical pipe, the group on the left are dancing around a 
pagan image, all against the back-drop of the rich vegetation 
of the unspoilt island in the South Seas.
 The pagan image is of a female Oceanic deity ‘Hina’ 
or the Moon. In Tahiti this deity was held responsible for 
women and their affairs and work, the characteristics of their 
sex and their capacity to emphasize and deceive. It is about 
celebrating women as well as ritual celebration, the place of 
music and dance in the culture, worshipping through bodily 
movement. The mountain behind is the home of the old gods 
still dominating the living.

 as with all our other examples, do please see this painting 
online and enjoy the rich colours. here you can enjoy the heavy 
verticals and horizontals so symbolic to gauguin’s masterpiece: 
dividing, strengthening; the components contributing to the 

overall whole
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 Let’s now look at this 1931 work by Edward Hopper called 
‘Hotel Room’.
 There is a deep psychological depth here. The young 
woman is sitting alone in her room presumably on a hot day 
with the sun streaming in through the window.
 We’ve depicted Hopper’s work as though you’re looking 
into the room through a peep hole.

 

Questions: what is she reading – a novel or the bible? Why is 
she alone? Is she resting – from what? Running away from 
what or whom? Just arrived – from where? Waiting – for 
what or whom?

Naturally this image goes back to our chapter on storylines: 
so much more enjoyment to be gained from a painting 
by making a story from it, to which the component parts 
substantially contribute.
 In particular look at the unpacked suitcases on the floor, the 
cast away shoes, the discarded clothes on the chair, the book.

how do we know that it’s warm daytime and the sun is shining 
outside? the strong shadows and her state of undress?

 why do you think hopper decided to paint her almost 
anonymously? you cannot make out any distinguishing facial 

features. something here about the vulnerability of young 
women in the city?
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 so ends our section on component parts. i do hope you’ve 
followed us and will look at paintings as a whole and beyond 

the immediate surface primary subject matter to gain a much 
richer perspective
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3. ‘WHEN WHAT 
AND WHO?’
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The artist and date: who, when and where?

You’ll have arrived at this point right at the beginning of your 
gallery visit of course.
 Who painted the picture? Who was the artist? When was 
it painted?
 So why are we leaving this topic so late?

In the ‘Oxford Dictionary of Art’ there are hundreds and 
hundreds of artists listed. Far too many to list here and we’re 
not even going to attempt that.
 What we are going to do is ask you to list your favourite 
artists and in one sentence or maybe two, say why.
 So consider some criteria that might be helpful to pick 
out some artists that might be important to you.

 rather than subject matter or any of the other things we 
considered so far, “who actually painted the picture?” might be 

the first thing to ask. indeed you may visit a gallery or exhibition 
to see a particular artist’s work or even a group of artists’ works

my artists are … and why… in their own words which i’ve given 
them. so, in rough chronological order…
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many attributed the introduction of painting with oil to me. i certainly 
took full advantage of this new invention

i’m particularly well known for my ‘arnolfini wedding’ and the ‘ghent 
altarpiece’

jan van eyck 1390 –1441
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at the height of the renaissance i contributed to 
the humanism of arts, moving away from pro forma 

religious works to order

leonardo da vinci 1452 – 1519

we fit into the northern german renaissance

albrecht dürer 1471 – 1528

lucas cranach the elder 
1472 – 1553

we placed man and his noble images at the centre 
of things moving away from purely religious 

interpretations

michelangelo di lodovico 
buonarroti simoni 1475 –1564

 don’t forget me and my stunning 
human depictions of the nobility of 

man and his and her life form
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i concentrated on genre paintings; that is paintings 
of ordinary folk in everyday life. similar to my 

netherland colleagues.

jean-baptiste-siméon chardin 1699 – 1779

i attempted to show mankind, the 
enlightenment, science and education the 

way forward

joseph wright 1734 – 1797 (styled 
wright of derby)

many people look at my pictures as beautiful images 
of england but i was deeply disturbed at the effects 

of the industrial revolution and the increasing 
power of the peasant classes. there is more to my 

paintings than meet the eye

john constable 1776 – 1837

my classical fantastical paintings are awe-inspiring, 
but please also remember me for my depictions 

of the implications of the industrial revolution 
and the impressionistic use of my materials and 

instruments

joseph mallord william turner 1775 – 1851
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Between them they significantly contributed to the liberation 
of colour.

look at my ‘olympia’ realistically raw, brazen, unabashed 
demeanour. think of yourself as the gazing client.

many people consider me the father of modern art. i 
certainly moved away from the traditional academic 

salon and also started changing society’s attitudes and 
preconceptions and cultural assumptions, particularly in 

the way women were depicted and considered

édouard manet 1832 –1883

 and i achieved an interpretation of light and not 
mere replication of the scene

pierre-auguste renoir 1841-1919

our movement, the impressionists may be 
considered one of the most important movements 

of art overall: colour and light to the fore

claude monet 1840 – 1926

i enjoyed painting the rich 
relationship between people

berthe morisot 1841 – 1895
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paul cézanne 
1839–1906

louis comfort tiffany 
1848 – 1933

william morris 
1834 – 1896

vincent willem van gogh 
1853 –1890

i’m also considered one of the fathers 
of modern art taking the impressionistic 

‘confusion’ and mixing it with the solidity of 
the actual scene: the landscape, the still life, 

being depicted

we really made 
an enormous 

contribution to 
the decorative arts 
for the day-to-day 
enjoyment of all: 
household goods, 

lighting, wallpaper 
and our followers: 
with architecture, 
sculpture, ceramics 

and furniture

i just wanted to be myself
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 i’m considered one of the greatest artists and 
indeed in terms of avant-garde my cubism (with my 

friend george braque) has been on a pedestal. i did 
create a great business from my works. i later moved 

into very serious political and social conscience 
works. do look at my ‘guernica’

following the russian revolution i attempted 
to make order out of chaos. i’m proud that 

my work ‘black square’ is considered to be the 
first completely non-representational painting, 

upsetting conventional assumptions of art 
language and subject matter. i’m told that ‘black 
square’ is the most important painting of the 20th 

century

dada – a brave new world. readymades as art.

 i enjoy story telling 
– leaving you to reach 
your own conclusions. 

look at my ‘nighthawks’ 
and ‘hotel room’. 

voyeuristic do you 
think?.

 i helped establish american art it its own right

pablo picasso 1881 – 1973

kazimir severinovich 
malevich 1879 – 1935

marcel duchamp 1887–1968

edward hopper 1882 – 1967

jackson pollock 1912 – 1956
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so what criteria would you use to choose your favourite 
artists? they painted pretty pictures? they moved away from 
the status quo and formed a new avant - guard movement? 

they challenged the state, the church and the establishment? 
they exposed the commercialism of art? or simply the skills and 

techniques that they used? do you have any other criteria?
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We’ve mentioned Berthe Morisot and soon Artemisia 
Gentileschi, but women painters have been generally overlooked.

We talk of Old Masters not Old Mistresses.
 Enjoy if you would, delving into the arguments promulgated 
by female art historians such as Griselda Pollock, Germain 
Greer and Linda Nochlin. Also consider how modern visual 
artists such as Georgia O'Keeffe, Cindy Sherman, Bridget Riley 
and Tracey Emin have risen to prominence by their methods of 
interpreting the world. Also look at Emily Carr.

 can we here raise the topic of “women artists”?

women artists who had the opportunity and desire to overcome 
the tremendous constraints and barriers that lay in their way 
of becoming recognised artists-can stand proudly alongside 

their male counterparts.

emily carr 1871-1945

‘kitwancool totems’ 1928
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Look again at Manet’s ‘Olympia’ and compare to Courbet’s 
‘Origin’ and Bouguereau’s ‘Biblis’ for depictions of women 
as chattel, women as sex objects, cossetted, defined by social 
convention and only in subsidiary roles.
 Ask yourself to what extent did Manet with paintings 
such as ‘Olympia’ and ‘The Bar at the Folies-Bergères’ contribute 
to a re-evaluation of the perception of women in art, and 
maybe in society in general?
 Women artists in the late 1800s such as Berthe Morisot 
and Mary Cassatt became recognised as leading artists in their 
own right, painting images of women as real human beings 
and not just as objects.

berthe morisot 1841 – 1895 mary cassatt 1854 – 1926

 it can be argued that artists such as these 
and gwen johns seized the opportunity 

then available to them to create a 
name for themselves within a largely 

male preserve and to use their own 
interpretation to portray women

i really must not be only remembered as the sister of my brother augustus.

gwen johns 
1876 – 1939
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Nevertheless, the depiction of women as sex objects 
continued and never lost its prominence with academicism 
and the dictates of ‘good art’ as promulgated by organisations 
such as the Paris Salon in the 19th Century.
 Think about this 1877 work ‘Sappho’ by Charles-August 
Mengin. Its obvious eroticism was painted for the viewing of 
Parisian males at the time. London was no different of course 
with works by such artists as Lawrence Alma-Tadema.

Approval, acceptance and encouragement was ‘authorised’ 
as such works depicted classical and mythological subjects. 
Also and above all, the works were endorsed by the use of 
academic requirements of fine and hidden brushstrokes and 
glass-papered finishes.
 The artists and viewers could therefore excuse themselves 
enjoying such eroticism by claiming: ‘scholarly mythological’ 
and ‘meticulously finished’, ‘excellent fine art in its purest form.’
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Does the painting fit into an ‘ism’?
A period, a style, a movement

Here we are going to journey through periods, styles, 
movements with the convenient guide ‘…ism’.
 Let’s think of a few well-known “isms”. Most of us will 
have heard of Romanticism…

 
we’ve looked at constable and turner, but what about this fellow?

 my name is casper david friedrich. i am a german 
romanticist. i painted my ‘wanderer in a sea of fog’ in 1818

nice spot

i’m david bomberg and i painted my ‘mud bath’ in 1914. the 
vorticist schematic below illustrates the style.

 most of us will have heard of cubism, 
impressionism, surrealism and a few of us 

may even have heard of vorticism.

the vorticism style was about the same time as the italian futurists, 
following the early days of cubism. can you spot similarities in style – the 
angularities? horizontals and verticals? mechanistic images? movement – 

that is no single plane of the objects depicted?
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let’s look at a few of the paintings we’ve already studied and 
give them an ‘ism’

post impressionism – van gogh – 
‘the starry night’, 1889

mannerism – bronzino, ‘venus and cupid’, 1545

impressionism – monet, ‘sunrise’, 1872

art historians tend to like to categorise paintings and 
movements into “isms” in order to date and label, ascertain 
influences and to pigeonhole artists. public galleries often 

display their works in “isms”
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Identifying a painting’s “ism” can be an illuminating question to 
ask. Also think about whether a particular ‘ism’ has a nationalistic 
basis for instance Futurism for pre—World War 1 Italy.

…Suprematism and Constructivism for Soviet Russia…

…and Abstract Expressionism for the USA

giacomo balla 
1871 – 1958

luigi russolo

kazimir severinovich malevich 1879 – 1935

‘white on white’, 1918

mark rothko 1903 – 1970

these are sketches typifying the style of the 
italian futurists such as balla and russolo
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It may be of interest to consider a work’s movement, period 
and ‘ism’ in the context of:
• the social, political and economic background that may 

have influenced the artist
• the possible influence on an artist from previous works 

and movements and that artist’s influence on subsequent 
artists and movements.

On the first point, take for instance …Dadaism for post-
World War I Germany…

George Grosz ‘The Grey Day’ 1921. Plump affluent architect, 
young ex-soldier – disabled, wall being built to separate? New 
industry re-building a new Germany whilst the past walks by 
on its stick?

author stephen little in his book ‘isms: understanding art’ and sam 
phillips ‘isms - understanding modern art’ lists dozens of ‘isms’ from 

the renaissance period onwards.

what can you read into this? remember the 
date, the circumstances, the location.

george grosz 1893 – 1959
this is our own illustrative sketch 

version of george grosz's 'grey day'

hi ho…hi ho…
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And in respect of the second point – that is INFLUENCE, 
look at this work by Cezanne.

‘mont st 
victoire’ 

1885

i’d like you to think about how i attempted to use the capturing of 
the light impression of the impressionists yet not lose the solidity of 

the actual object. look then at a movement that came after me: cubism. 
can you see any similarities? do you think i influenced cubism, futurism, 

vorticsm, plasticism, abstract expressionism…and so on and so on…?

detail from monet’s 
impressionist ‘la 

grenouillère’

schematic detail 
from george braque’s 

cubist ‘la guitare’

well – what do you think? an artist alone in a box with no influencing 
factors or part of the general movement of art?
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 looks a little simple and basic to 
me bert. why all the fuss about 

cezanne?

can’t see the point of it sid. too 
wispy and those solid squares 

don’t look natural to me
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One approach is that each work of art and artist should be 
considered as an entity on their own… totally isolated from 
all that proceeded and all that followed…

…as opposed to the other approach which looks at works 
and artists as component parts within the overall story of art.
 Both approaches are of course not mutually exclusive: 
enjoy the work before you in the context of the story of art 
or simply see it as a ‘stand-alone’.

Ernst H Gombrich in his famous and influential book “The 
History of Art” commences with early cave paintings moving 
through Egyptian art and concentrating on the story of art, 
albeit Western art, from the late Medieval and Renaissance 
periods through to Modern Art. Gombrich’s contention is that 
one period and artist within a period had major influences on 
the subject matter, means of depiction and general approach 
of the subsequent period.

the evolution of art

sir ernst hans josef 
gombrich, om, cbe 

1909 – 2001
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Artists such as Giotto…
 … influenced artists such as Masaccio who 

influenced Michelangelo whose work, 
amongst other artists, subsequently led to 
Mannerism to Baroque and Rococo.

branacci chapel fresco in florence painted by masaccio (1401 – 1428) and 
masolino da panicale (1383 – 1447).

 look at the realistic depicition of the 
characters. look at the perspectives and 
disappearing lines, the horizontals and 

verticals and how all components blend 
together to make the whole. look too at 

the forthcoming topic on perspective

 now masaccio’s perspective and humanist approach is not a bad idea. let me 
see how it could influence me with my sistine chapel

michelangelo buonarroti sistine chapel ceiling 1508 – 1512
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 and whilst i’m doing that, let’s see what raphael is doing 
next door…just to make sure mine’s better and i’m not 

missing anything

when he’s not in the room, i’ll have a quick 
peek at his work – you know – just so i can 

stay ahead

raffaello sanzio da urbino 1483 – 1520 better known simply as raphael

raphael’s ‘the 
school of 
athens’ 

1510 – 1511

 it’s me vasari again and in my book ‘lives of the most 
excellent painters, sculptors, and architects’ i finish with 

michelangelo who i call ‘the devine’, a gift from god. who 
could better him? how could painters possibly improve on 

his mastery of art? that’s it – the perfection of art

well that’s about 
it then! quo 

vadis. where are 
we going from 

here? do we have 
a job still?

i know: let’s not 
try and out do 
michelangelo’s 
perfection of 

human form. let’s 
be good, very 

good, but move 
on and fiddle a 

little
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 Japanese art like this by Hiroshige…

Hiroshige’s work, with Japan opening up to trade in the mid 
19th Century brought to Europe an exciting new visualisation. 
It was a large influence on the Impressionists who influenced 
Post-Impressionists and Cezanne as we’ve seen and then 
African art and Cezanne to early Cubism.

moving on from michelangelo and 
raphael, look at my madonna. has she an 

extra vertebra in her neck or not?

parmigianino (“the little one from parma”) 1503 – 1540

 let’s look at some more influences

utagawa hiroshige 1797 – 1858 

african mask

an impression from pablo picasso’s 
‘les demoiselles d’avignon’ 1907

modigliani 1918
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Such influences could be considered as an artist positively 
moving forward from a previous approach in order to develop 
and refine, improve and approach matters from a different angle.
 Furthermore, such influences have been thought to lead 
to absolute rejections of previous approaches, to start anew 
and afresh.
 To start again with a completely different concept of 
what art is and perhaps even how subject matter could be 
differently depicted. Much of the modern conceptual art 
follows in this vein.

We’re now going to mention the name Georg Wilhelm 
Friedrich Hegel for those readers who are interested in a 
philosophical approach, as his theory may appeal.
 Very briefly and in as simple terms as possible, Hegel 
maintained that the history of man’s development, including 
art history, is based on the premise of dialecticism.

this book does not seek to delve deeply into this debate on 
prior and subsequent influences, rather it simply seeks to raise 

the viewer’s awareness of the question of what came before and 
what came after

we start off with the situation as it is, what we’ll call: 
the thesis. this is reacted against and this we’ll name: 
the antithesis. this then settles down to an agreed 

outcome we’ll now refer to as: the synthesis

georg wilhelm friedrich hegel 1770 – 1831

 actually it is thought that emmanuel kant came up with the 
exact terminology – but you’ve got the idea
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So again, in simple terms, the High Renaissance as epitomised 
by Michelangelo and Raphael (amongst others of course)…

…reacting against or moving on from the formulaic and 
static art commissioned for the church’s biblical illustrations. 
Michelangelo humanising religious subject matters and artists 
such as Del Sarto adopting a humanistic approach to typical 
religious icons.

… and this led onto a reaction in the form of Mannerism.

he’s got 
that 

creative 
urge 
again

detail from michelangelo’s sistine chapel 1508 – 1512

andrea del sarto, 
‘madonna and 
child with john 

the baptist’, 1512

agnolo bronzino, 
‘venus and cupid’, 

1545
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So the Baroque: closely associated with Pieter Paul Rubens 
and his spectacular paintings depicting nudes in dramatic 
movement and motion.

and from mannerism to baroque, allegoricism, baroque classicism, 
rococo and academicism. one leading to the other to the other.

my composition is unified with component parts and so the 
many events within the picture can be viewed as a whole

sir peter paul rubens 1577 –1640

‘the three graces’, 1636

from baroque to allegoricism where the 
viewer reads into the painting to determine 

the storyline and what is going on: the 
meaning thus becoming understandable.

johannes vermeer 1632 – 1675

 it should be clear to you 
what i’m depicting here – an 

allegory of painting

‘the art of painting’, 1668
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Baroque Classicism is associated with artists such as Claude 
Lorraine, where the drama of the Baroque was mixed with 
the proportionality of the Classical. It was Baroque Classicism 
that largely influenced the early classical mythological 
paintings of JM W Turner before he turned to his impressions.

 

 
Rococo was dominant in France as epitomised by the likes of 
Fragonard and Jean-Antoine Watteau and even Jean-Siméon 
Chardin when he was not painting his genre pictures.

did you know that rich people could buy ‘claude’ 
spectacles that changed the landscapes they were viewing 

to look like one of my paintings?

claude lorrain 1600 –1682

schematic claude landscape, 1648

next – rococo. highly ornate and decorative, pretty pictures, swooning 
damsels, romantic settings, dashing suitors, entertainers and entertainment

jean-honoré fragonard detail from ‘the swing’, 1767

fun isn’t it?
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Largely dominant in France, it became the dictate of The 
Salon (from the 18th Century it was the official art exhibition 
of the Académie des Beaux-Arts in Paris) which of course 
was the bench marking reacted against by the likes of Manet 
and subsequently the Impressionists.

A similar set of circumstances also occurred in Britain with the 
Romanticist movement and in particular the Pre-Raphaelite 
Brotherhood (PRB).
 Formed in 1848 and dominated by Dante Gabriel 
Rossetti, John Everett Millais and William Holman Hunt, The 
Pre-Raphaelite movement reacted against the formal painting 
conventions and teaching epitomised by Royal Academicians 
exhibiting at the annual Royal Academy summer exhibitions.
 The PRBs advocated a return to a more natural style as 
they perceived being before Raphael and the Renaissance. 
Mediaeval naturalism as opposed to highly formalised and 

in the 19th century we arrive at the significant influence of 
academicism as epitomised in the works of jacques-louis david which 

codified and some would say straitjacketed art to strict rules 
and regulations aimed at perfecting the image and the manner in 
which it was portrayed by for instance fine brush strokes and the 

painting’s surface being finished almost glass papered smooth

must remember to 
get josephine a 

treat

jacques-louis david, 
‘napoleon crossing 

the alps’, 1805

and now you’ll 
paint how we tell 

you to paint
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stylised ‘grandiose disregard of the simplicity of truth, the pompous 
posturing of the Apostles, and the unspiritual attitudinizing of the 
Saviour’ (William Holman Hunt).
 Supported by their principal proponent John Ruskin, the 
PRBs created a substantial stir in the Victorian art world some 
time before Manet’s impact on French art culture.
 The art world would not be the same again.

raphael 
‘transfiguration’ 

1516-20

john everett 
millais ‘christ in the 
house of his parents’ 

1849-50

dante gabriel 
rossetti 1828 – 1882

notice how my friend and prb colleague john 
composed this picture. spiritually sensuous, 

intimate, natural setting and postures, wholly 
believable for you to identify with. completely 
lifelike compared to raphael’s ‘transfiguration’.
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It was in the early 19th Century that the twin pillars of the 
Romantics Turner and Constable reacted to industrialisation. 
JMW Turner’s impressionistic works embracing 
industrialisation, although compare the work below to his 
‘Fighting Temeraire’. What do you think?

Who do you think Turner may have influenced? Look back at 
Monet’s ‘Sunrise’. Claude Monet and his family sought refuge 
in London in 1870 during the Franco-Prussian War. Do you 
think he saw Turner’s work during his stay and do you think 
this may have inspired how he developed his impressions?

And don’t forget we’ve looked at Manet reacting against the 
French Salon perfectionism…

…leading to Cezanne moving on from Impressionism and this 
leading to Cubism, Plasticism and onto Pop Art and Conceptual Art.

‘rain, steam, 
speed. the 

great western 
railway’. 

now that’s a good idea – an ‘impression’ of a scene…let 
me think about it… and thank you journalist louis leroy 

for the term

claude monet

manet’s ‘olympia’bouguereau’s ‘academic’ ‘biblis’ 1884

jmw turner 
1844
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post impressionISM

cubISM

plasticISM

concepualISM

from one to the other and on and 
on. the status quo, reacted against 

or moved on from, a synthesis 
reacted against and moved on from. a 

dialecticism.

and dream-state surrealism?

once again, you might also find it amusing to ask 
yourself-should work be viewed as an entity in its 

own right, completely removed from what went 
before and what followed? or indeed, the work as a 

component part of the history of western art?

 oh yes, i think i 
can see where he 

got that influence 
from and what it 

probably led onto
 no-don’t 

bother with 
that. enjoy the 
work in its own 

right

pop art – ISM
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The 20th and 21st Centuries. 
A look at our own times

The 20th Century started with Roger Fry’s exhibition in 
London (1910) where he showed such artists as Van Gogh, 
Matisse and Gauguin.
 He called his exhibition ‘Manet and the Post Impressionists’ 
and thus gave us a collective ‘ISM’ for the beginning of the 
century – Post Impressionism.
 Many other ‘Isms’ followed under the umbrella term 
‘Modernism’: Cubism, Vorticism, Futurism, Dadaism, 
Suprematism, Constructivism, Surrealism and Abstract 
Expressionism.

roger fry
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It was at this point that arguably one of the most influential 
art critics of the 20th century rose to art world prominence: 
Clement Greenburg.

Sitting comfortably in New York, just before Europe was 
involved in the Second World War, Clement Greenburg 
maintained that it was the positive effect of the Enlightenment 
that led to the social attitudinal circumstances that allowed 
the avant-garde to exist: freedom of expression.

it is worth spending a few minutes considering the enlightenment because 
of the huge difference it made to society, the role of the church and 

economics. from this to the difference, according to greenburg, that it 
made artists to be themselves
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 So a brief definition: the Enlightenment (late 17th and most 
of the 18th Centuries) also known as the Age of Reason is 
particularly associated with the Scottish Philosophers for 
example John Hume, the English John Locke, Thomas Paine 
as well as the French ‘Philosophies’: Voltaire, Diderot and 
Rousseau.

The philosophy criticised all forms of traditional, feudal and 
religious authority, replacing fear and superstition with consent 
and truth and thus promulgated a social order based upon natural 
law and reason and the realisation of a universal humanity.
 Immanuel Kant defined the Enlightenment as mankind’s 
emergence from self-incurred immaturity and that people 
should have the courage to use their own understanding of 
themselves and the world.
 Leaving artists free to do their own thing…

john locke frs 
1632 – 1704

voltaire (nom de plume) 
françois-marie arouet 

1694 –1778

david hume 
1711 – 1776

denis diderot 
1713 –1784

jean-jacques rousseau 
1712 –1778

thomas paine 
1737 – 1809
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Greenberg went on to say that industrialisation led to money 
in ordinary peoples’ pockets – people who found that they 
wanted a slice of culture that had previously only been the 
domain of the wealthy or in earlier times, the church.
 This led to the production of ‘kitsch’ – because these 
ordinary people couldn’t afford avant-garde art, or maybe 
they simply didn’t appreciate it.

“Kitsch – uses for its raw material the debased and academicized 
simulacra (definition: representation or imitation of a person 
or thing) of genuine culture …

…Kitsch is vicarious experience and faked sensations. Kitsch pretends 
to demand nothing of its customers except their money – not even 
their time.”

 artists really being able to paint what, how and where they wanted. thus 
pushing back from main-stream culture’s (in greenberg’s words) 
‘degradation whilst still paradoxically having to play to the 

economic market to make a living’

 by which we presume he means top rank culture, 
avant-garde which most of us can’t afford

so what did greenberg mean by kitsch?
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Kitsch is a German word meaning a low 
concocted form of ‘culture’ and as Greenberg 
was writing in 1939 this was at the time of Soviet 
and Nazi repression of modern art and Modernism in particular.
 After World War Two Greenberg promoted the view that 
America was the guardian of Modernism as epitomised in the 
works of Pollock, Newman, de Kooning and Still. ‘Medium 
specificity’ that is art works purely about the medium. For instance 
the paint and canvas itself, in contrast to post Renaissance 
attempts at perspective and visual illusion. So not kitsch but the 
true sense of modern day avant-garde.
 That is what the American art world was now 
contributing whilst the rest of the world was recovering from 
the devastation of the War.

Definitions – Modernism: 20th 
Century to around 1950/60s, avant-garde. It rejected the 
prevalence of the natural and academic in art that is, realistic 
depictions and ‘Salon’ purities in favour of experimentations 
and issues of human experiences and art.
 Advocates felt they were in a brave new world completely 
different from the past, thus art had to move forward and 
find its own identity with the artist and his or her vision 

 seems a bit harsh on us shopping in art 
gallery stores for our constable tea 
coasters or leonardo tea towels. is 

turner now kitsch?

 so what do we mean by 
modernism and can we 

see where greenberg was 
coming from?
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pivotally central. What is art? The representation of reality? 
The unconscious, states of mind, spiritual, emotions, social 
functions? Dreamlike? Discovering the fundamental truths – 
whatever they are? For example with Surrealism…

rene magritte 1898 – 1967

our sketch of margritte's 'treachery'

our own version of an extract from 
dali's 'the persistence of memory' 1931, to 

iullustrate a typical surrealist style
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 We have now moved on from Modernism to Post-
Modernism. And the definition of Post Modernism? It’s an 
enigmatic concept of our times. Essentially it’s a sceptical 
interpretation of culture, the arts, literature through to 
architecture and economics. Deconstructive and Post-
structural late 20th Century thought. For those of you so 
moved – probably best to explore the topic in more depth.
 Look at Damien Hirst’s ‘The Physical Impossibility of 
Death in the Mind of Someone Living’ alongside Tracey Emin’s 
‘Everyone I have ever slept with 1963-1995’, consider televisual 
kitsch alongside the London National Theatre’s or the New 
York Met’s live theatre broadcasts.

So: Post-Modernism: from the 1960s onwards, for 
example, Warhol, Lichtenstein, Beuys, Hirst, Emin and 
Perry. Neo-Conceptualism, Minimalism, Sensationalism, 
Deconstructivism, mass media.

And to conclude: Is it art? 
It is if the artist says it is.

sydney opera house: perhaps one 
of the most significant icons of 

the post modern era – certainly in 
terms of architecture.

and very contemporary works for example by jack vettriano. 
slammed by the critics but loved by the public. what’s your view? 

that’s what’s important

think how post modernism has been influenced by 
marcel duchamp’s ‘ready made urinal’. says it all – 

or does it? what’s your point of view?
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Whilst not a painting, the Modernist concept of a ‘readymade’ 
became a major influence with Post-Modernist artists 
particularly in 1950s USA.

***

In this section we’ve looked at a painting’s ‘ism’ – a period, 
a style, a movement: Renaissance Mannerism to Post 
Modernism.
 We’ve considered looking at a particular work and artist in 
the perspective of being a component of the story of western 
art and the philosophy of dialecticism, or as a ‘stand-alone’.
 You’ve also been invited to think about the influence 
on and of styles, approaches and movements. We’ve touched 
on national ‘isms’ for example Futurism and Abstract 
Expressionism.
 Finally we’ve considered the story of western art in our 
own times: Romanticism, Manet, Impressionism, Modern 
Art, kitsch through to contemporary Post Modernism.

Quite a story, quite a journey.

i bought this urinal at a bathroom wholesaler, signed 
it ‘r.mutt’ and submitted it to the independent society 

of artists in nyc in 1917. it was rejected. alfred stieglitz 
took a photo of it and that’s all that remains of such an 

enourmous influence on 20th century art

marcel duchamp
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The influence of photography. How did the 
development of photography influence painting?

Look at paintings before the onset of photography and then 
when photography was really taking off.
 Ask yourself: when did Impressionism start to take 
prominence? With Turner of course but as a generally 
accepted term with the Impressionists, in the 1860s.

 

The American Civil War was the first major event to rely on 
photography to capture images of the action and the protagonists.

 people associated with the invention and development of 
photography are thomas wedgewood, nićephore niépce, louis 

deguerre and willian fox talbot, and that’s only the first half 
of the 19th century

and mine. we didn’t need to 
have our portraits painted 

when we only needed to sit 
with a photographer for a 
few minutes to capture an 

exact likeness.general ulysses s 
grant

general robert 
e lee

take a look at my portrait 
taken in the early 1860s
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Compare the American Civil War with the Crimean War 10 
years earlier.

Photography was making tremendous progress in this era.

Where did that leave painting?

There was obviously still demand as there is today, for paintings 
of landscapes, still life and portraits.

if i sit here long enough i 
might see the war out

it could be argued that with the progress photography was 
making, artists of an avant-garde disposition were then given a 

much greater opportunity to move on from realistic…
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 Was photography challenging painting? Not really. It simply 
provided another medium to capturing an image and left 
“true artists” with using their skills and techniques to illustrate 
the soul and character of the sitter, to use their artistic licence 
in respect of their interpretation of a subject matter – not a 
simple capturing of a face or a scene.
 To give us another dimension: another way of looking at 
things, to challenge our perspective, to look at the world and 
all within it from the uniqueness of the artist’s interpretation.

Final thought: do also bear in mind that when we see a 
painting for real we have probably seen a photographic image 
of it already.
 So photography and now the Internet play a huge role in 
familiarising us with paintings.

…and what do we mean by ‘realistic’?

…depictions to greater experimentation. artists did not have to simply 
concentrate on figurative narrative realism – they could experiment

look at a photograph and a painted portrait and ask: can a 
photograph capture the soul and character of the subject in the 

same way as an artist can? why is it that even today people visit 
photographers for their portrait picture but the demand for 
painted portraits is undiminished – at least for those who can 

afford them?

is photography an “art form”
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Materials used.

Many people are interested in the materials that the artist 
used. Also, what surface the work is painted on: canvas, wood, 
plaster or any other supporting material.

what was the medium used: oil, water, egg tempera 
or acrylic for instance?

canvas wood plaster

oil, acrylic, gouache watercolour

spray-can

paint from the can

coloured 
pencils

brushes

pastels pencilsinks

pallet knife

and what implement the 
artist used
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Brushstrokes. How have artists used their tools?

Was the painting painted in a fine brush style? In other words 
is it difficult to spot the brushstrokes? This would be where the 
artist portrayed his or her subject matter in a photogenic style: no 
texture to be seen, the final image smooth and completely flat.

The converse would be the artist who painted with coarse 
brushstrokes. The viewer can easily see the direction of the 
strokes and maybe even the type of brush used or the use of 
a palette knife.

you can’t see the 
brush-strokes 

in the work of 
bouguereau. 
1825 – 1905

 you can certainly see the wild and loose brush-strokes in these 
works of van gogh and constable

van gogh ‘sunflowers’, 1888

constable ‘the hay wain’, 1821
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Look also at this extract from Georges Seurat’s (1859 – 1891) 
‘La Parade de Cirque’ (1889). This is known as pointillism: 
thousands of fine points of colour, almost as we would know 
today as pixels.

Compare this with Jackson Pollock’s 
(1912 – 1956) drips falling accidentally 
at random or as he maintained: the drops were his own 
deliberately created pattern.
 An illustration of how Pollock would have applied his 
paint to his ‘drip’ canvases.

Or Mark Rothko’s (1903 – 1970) extremely broad brush 
strokes.

Think of brushes: broad and square bristles – opening up the 
work, capturing light and spontaneity.
 Fine bristles – for fine lines and details.

 you can see how the work has been 
made up of thousands of points of paint, 

applied by the tip of his brush
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How has the painting been painted? 
Realistic or impressionistic?

This is about ‘how realistic is the image that the artist has 
painted or is it simply an impression?’ (small ‘i’). We are just 
going to touch on the debate and simply raise your awareness 
of the topic.

So there are two aspects we are going to look at – ‘realism’ 
in terms of the actual reality of the scene and also – how the 
images are painted –realistically or impressionistically.

 we’re also going to consider ‘realism’ – the painting is of a real 
scene – not an artificially invented, fantasy or posed scene

realism as an ‘ism’ was a movement that can be particularly 
associated with me where i pulled no punches in painting many 

genre scenes of the rural poor or vital images of things as 
they actually are. take a look at my ‘stonebreakers’ – social 

realism. narrative realism.
gustav courbet 1819 – 1919

and not for the fainthearted ‘l’origine du monde’. you can look 
it up –the museé d’orsay in paris
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‘Realism’ as a movement was 
strong towards the end of the 
19th Century as exemplified by Courbet and Millet.

i’m jean françoise millet and i painted many pictures of the rural 
peasant poor as in this picture extract from 1857 ‘des glaneuses’.

jean françoise millet 
1814 – 1875

the gleaners (des glaneuses), 1857

you could call this ‘rural-realist angst’

but we are going to concentrate now on whether painting looks 
real or whether imagined or an impression of something

 look at this detail from my 1801 kitsch piece ‘napoleon 
crossing the alps’. ask yourself: is that realistic or 

iconographic? is it realistic or not?

jacques-louis david 
1748 – 1825
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Look again at Turner’s ‘Chichester Canal’ or his ‘Rain Steam and 
Speed’. They could be realistic couldn’t they but they’re not 
really, they are impressions. As is Monet’s ‘Impression Sunrise’ 
which is an impression or an interpretation of light. But how 
realistic an impression of light is it?

Compare this to most portraiture work. Apart from probably 
knocking off a few wrinkles, double chins and warts, the artist 
is giving a realistic version of the sitter. Presumably.

your call

 paint me warts and all

‘oliver cromwell’

whatever you say sir

samuel cooper 1609 – 1672

but paint me in my full majesty please, 
mr anthony van dyke

‘charles i’
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look also at rubens’s works and compare them to some of 
rembrandt’s. it could be argued that rubens is totally unrealistic 
– all those undulating fleshy bodies in completely imaginative 

settings and compositional postures. whilst rembrandt’s ‘a woman 
bathing in a stream’ could be considered much more realistic.

rembrandt

‘woman bathing in a steam’ 
1655

now this is the cellulite cream 
i was telling you about

‘the three graces’ 1636 
peter paul rubins
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tell me why that’s not 
bourgeois pornographic 

twaddle sid

fat ladies. that’s all they are. but it’ll 
follow you around the room – that’s 

what’s good about it. perhaps all ladies 
were fat and naked in those days
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 Page 99

 but even with my work, whilst the woman 
posed for me, and i painted the scene set from 
real, a painting is still an impression – it is not 

an actual image captured as with a modern 
camera. it’s simply oil on canvas created from 

my head and hand

rembrandt

 where does 
that leave our 

work?

van gogh gauguin

‘mata mua’, 1892

‘the starry night’, 1889
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i told you there was no definitive answer to this and that you 
need your thinking cap on. what to your definition is ‘realistic’? 

fun isn’t it?

i’m sitting here in a very posed and artificial position 
but my portrait is how i look

portrait of the duke of wellington 
after francisco goya 1812

this is how i look and this was a very natural posture 
but of course i posed for monsieur chardin – so how 

‘real’ is that?

‘the house of cards’
 jean-siméon chardin 1736

i’ve painted a very natural image here, but i’ve used 
a lot of “artistic licence” and after sketching it in 
the open air, it was all painted in my studio. so how 

realistic or impressionistic is my ‘hay wain’?

‘the hay wain’ 1831
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ah…tranquillity

but there’s a storm brewing in the sky bert. this 
painting unsettles me – wind seems to be getting up, 

dog’s barking, poacher’s not catching anything. look 
at those trees bending over and i think that old 

waggon and country folk are going to be washed 
away into history

 what is real and what is imaginary?
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So what is ‘real’ and what is ‘imagined’ and what in your terms 
is an ‘impression’? Indeed how ‘real’ is a photograph?

and how does this leave religious art?

raphael

‘the crucifixion with the virgin, saints and 
angels’, 1502

 and surrealism?

salvadore dali and detail from his ‘metamorphosis of narcissus’ 1937

and did man really land on the moon?

no answers, no solutions. simply enjoy looking at 
the work with an open mind
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Slapdash. The application of paint – 
fine or slapdash?

What we are going to consider here is the way artists have 
applied their paint: fine brush-strokes or heavy application; 
precise detail or what would appear to be heavy handed?

Is that the right way to describe the works of Vassily Kandinsky 
for instance, or Van Gogh?

As do many recent movements such as Der Blaue Reiter…

kandinsky extract

malevich ‘black square’

i’d also mention jackson pollock and his fellow abstract 
expressionist willem de kooning as their works can initially appear 

unrefined, messy and slapdash

our skecth to illustrate 
an extract from william de 
kooning, ‘woman v’, 1953

i’m having a bit of a bad hair day
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…and modern times and contemporary artists. Compare for 
instance Walter Sickert with his fellow artist Lawrence Alma-
Tadema. I give some detail below, extracted from their typical 
works.

Look how fine the detailed 
strokes are with Alma-Tadema 
as compared with Sickert.
 How do you feel about 
both approaches?

‘what shall we do for the rent?’ 1908

‘a favourite custom’ 1909

walter richard sickert 
1860 – 1942

sir lawrence alma-tadema

1836 – 1912
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looks like she’s been murdered bert

jack it in sid: it’s only the dark light 
and they’ve probably forgotten to 

feed the meter
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And again – don’t forget the 
influence of photography.

Not accidental, not sloppy. 
Why should a painting 
only be defined as such if 

it has taken many painstaking hours or weeks to complete or 
it would fit well into a chocolate box top?

maybe not slapdash, but deliberate and careful attempts to 
capture the subject matter and purpose or meaning in the style 

the artist desires

ask the questions: “what is the artist trying to achieve?” “what is 
their rationale and criteria for success?” “why did they choose 

to paint in the manner and style as they did?”

 in 1878 i sued john ruskin for saying that 
my painting ‘nocturne ’, was like “asking two 
hundred guineas for flinging a pot of paint 
in the public’s face” i don’t think he liked my 

expressive brush-strokes

james mcneill whistler 1834 – 1903

‘nocturne in black and gold: the falling rocket’ 1875
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Painterly or linear? Heavier use of paint or line?

Look now at whether the painting could be considered as… to 
quote Heinrich Wölfflin, an important Swiss art historian, in 
his book first published in 1915, “Principles of Art History”,… 
‘painterly’ or ‘linear’?
 By painterly we mean that the artist has employed a lush 
almost tactile paint rich work with perhaps for example non-
precise figure edging; a melding and mellowing of all subjects 
in the canvas.
 This can be better understood by considering the linear 
approach whereby the artist has depicted the work with 
strong lines, draughts-manly or plasticity even. More of a 
drawn approach rather than lush rich paintwork.

we’ll look at some examples and you’ll see what we mean

heinrich wölfflin 
1864 – 1945.

frans hals 
1582 – 1666

‘the laughing 
cavalier’ 1642

painterly

our sketch version of an extract 
from stanley spencer's ‘the 

resurrection of the soldiery’ 1929

linear
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If you read Wölfflin on the 
subject you’ll see that it gets 
much more complex than 
this, but as we’ve promised, 
that is not the purpose of 
this book. All we want to 
do is introduce you to the 
concept and leave you to 
decide if you wish to delve 
further into any particular 
topic.

joan miró i ferrà 
1893  – 1983

jmw turner 
1775 – 1851

cezanne – ‘still life with apples’, 1890

our illustrative sketch of an extract from 
'carnival of harlequin’ (detail)

painterly

painterly
linear

in fact – if you look at the 
previous section – heavy brush-
stroke work could be seen as 

painterly, fine brush-stroke could 
be seen as linear

extract from vermeer ‘the milk maid’, 1658

but how would you 
describe me herr 

wölfflin – painterly 
or linear?

 sometimes it is difficult to be 
precise between painterly and 
linear. look for lines or lush 

paintwork being prominent
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Studio or outdoors – ‘en-plein aire’? Did 
the artist work inside or outside?

Just a brief mention, albeit an important one, of where the 
artist chose to paint their works. Quite simply – was it indoors 
or outdoors?

in a studio…

generally speaking, until the age 
of the romanticists and later the 
impressionists, artists completed 
their work within the confines 

and comfort of their studios

en plein aire…outside

constable

but i took my sketchpad and actually visited my 
locations in order to obtain a real feel for my 

landscapes, but admittedly i completed in my 
studio. you try and paint six-foot square canvas 

in the open air!

and i like the story of me being lashed to the 
mast of a boat so that i could witness for myself 

what a storm at sea looked and felt like. but 
again, of course you couldn’t really expect me 

to paint my picture from that mast

turner
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but i actually painted in the open air-en plein aire as it 
became known

monet

so did i

renoir

and me

cezanne

 and you know that i did too

vincent

it can add to the enjoyment of looking at a painting 
to think where the artist actually worked on his or 
her canvas. in the studio, in the sun-but unlikely in 

the rain!
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Fore or Back

Let us now turn to the fundamental question of a painting’s 
form and composition.
 First of all: To the fore or to the background? Open or 
closed form?
 Is the subject matter depicted to the fore of the canvas or 
is it towards the middle of the scene depicted or at the back of 
the picture? Does the picture open up to you or does it seem 
to be closed within itself?

In the ‘Scream’ above a very deep perspective is achieved with the 
landscape in the background and the small figures on the pier.
 The image is brought right to us, it’s opening itself to us 
by the principal figure being at the front of the picture and 
even partially cut off.
 The pier railing travels from the rear to the front and off 
the canvas, thoroughly embracing us as part of the scene.
 We are there with the screamer.

 

 i’m edvard munch and i 
painted a series of these 

images ‘the scream of 
nature’. look how i’ve 
positioned my central 
figure. look how i’ve 

brought the image straight 
into your space with the pier.

let’s diagramise how munch could have positioned his figure

what does this do for you emotionally?

receding
to the fore
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Let’s now look at Grant Wood’s ‘American Gothic’ 1930. As it 
is…

         …and as it could have been composed.

Now let’s look again at some pictures we’ve already seen.

receding

question: what difference does it make to how you see the 
painting? how involved are you? the threat that it imposes on 

you? feel your emotions – drawn in? sense of belonging? or 
foreboding? does the work close you off? are you invited in?

how much do you feel involved when you look at this? the mountain is 
far distant, there’s no immediate foreground inviting you in. it’s a distant 

landscape.

cezanne’s ‘mont st victoire’
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‘the temeraire’, whilst away in the background, the ships are coming towards 
you – that’s the movement – towards you and inviting you into the open 
scene. also look at the little details in the foreground. turner always 

included such detail to draw you in, to make you empathise with the fear 
and excitement of human vulnerability. turner particularly used this 

approach with his stormy sea-scapes.

to the fore or to the background? open or closed? what has 
the artist done? what effect does it have on the picture and 

particularly on you?
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spooky bert, spooky. looks like 
something out of a horror film

gothic sid. it’s gothic and they’re 
coming out of the picture to get us
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can you see what we are getting 
at? the raphael is self-contained 

whereas the turner extends beyond 
the canvas

 Heinrich Wölfflin, who we met in the section on painterly 
or linear, pointed out that generally speaking the Renaissance 
saw closed form – everything in the painting pointing back 
into within itself – totally self-contained. Also the work 
followed the Renaissance desire for close symmetry – you 
could almost say ‘artificially’ posed.
 Whilst the open form, generally from the Baroque onwards, saw 
the painting extending beyond itself and purposely looking limitless.
 Let’s look at a couple of examples to try and get a grasp 
of what Wölfflin was on about.

Think carefully about this concept. It’s not complicated – just 
takes a little thought. Does it open up to you or does it close 
in on itself?

 now let’s briefly consider ‘open and closed form’

opening up. coming out of the picture.
jmw turner ‘chichester canal’

look in the section ‘you the viewer’ at 
manet’s ‘the railway’ where we give a 

much fuller explanation of this matter

closing into the picture.
raphael
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Golden triangle or section

Let’s look at what is termed the ‘golden triangle’ or ‘golden 
section’ where the artist has considered the composition of 
the painting and has placed his or her principal components 
within a geometrical shape, usually triangular.

The principal subject matter is more or less contained within 
a triangular space, the golden section.

 let’s superimpose a triangle on some pictures we’ve 
already looked at
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Horizontal and vertical planes. How does 
the painting relate to the canvas plane?

Now let’s consider the painting’s horizontal and vertical 
planes – its strata parallel to picture plane; its geometry.
 Look at the picture and work out what the plane of the 
composition is. Is the subject matter along a horizontal or 
vertical plane? For example, a portrait is usually depicted up 
and down that is vertical whereas the landscape is usually 
depicted left and right that is, a horizontal plane.
 Let’s look at some predominantly horizontal pictures

 alfred wallis ‘blue boat’ 1930s  paul nash ‘battle of britain’ 1941

our illustration of mark chagall's 
‘dream class parte deux’ 1913

and an example of both vertical and horizontal
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 And more examples of both vertical and horizontal.

this is my ‘school of athens’ completed in 1509 in 
the vatican rome. i have painted lots of verticals 

and horizontals. i’d like you to consider whether 
it is open or closed form? how drawn in do you 

feel; or are you outside or merely a spectator? and 
look at my perspective

raphael

in my ‘hay wain’. you can see that i’ve used 
horizontals with the landscape and verticals with 
the trees and house. the river is horizontal with 

a slight diagonal. do you feel drawn into this 
picture? do you feel the flow of the river?

constable
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And some illustrations of vertical.

 

i’m lucas cranach and i 
painted my ‘venus’ on wood 

in 1509. a most advanced 
study for the time don’t you 

think? i concentrated on 
her elongated vertical form 
to give the feel of enticing 

you in

edward hopper’s ‘hotel room’ 1931. 
predominantly vertical with diagonal 

bed drawing you into the room.

look how vertical my 
dominant tree is in 

my ‘mata mua’. there’s 
the horizontal too. 
consider the subject 

matter. consider how 
erect the tree is and 

the women resting on 
the horizontal. how do 

you interpret this?

paul gauguin

well there’s a thought!
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Perspective and the creation of space

Now let’s look at the painting’s space and perspective 
represented as two dimension or three dimension.
 In other words, does the painting attempt at an illusion of 
space or does it acknowledge that the surface it is painted on 
is actually flat?
 To try and keep this as simple as possible: when viewing 
the painting does it appear to be flat or has the artist 
endeavoured to create a three-dimensional illusion? To take a 
famous painting, Leonardo’s ‘The Last Supper’:

here i have gone to considerable lengths to create a 
three-dimensional illusion on a 2 dimensional surface 

thereby projecting my work from the flat wall on 
which the fresco was painted to give the appearance of 
the last supper room projecting far into the landscape 

beyond it. have i succeeded in creating space?
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The theory of perspective first came into vogue in the early 
Renaissance with people like the Italians Alberti, Ghiberti 
and Piero della Francesca taking the fore.

Linear perspective is where objects, buildings and people are 
shown in relative size to the distance they are from the viewer 
that is the nearer the larger, the further away, the smaller.

 

This illusion is heightened by receding lines merging into a 
‘vanishing point’ in the distance. So all the floor, building lines 
and sizes of things and people recede – until they vanish.

the vanishing point in my ‘school of athens’ is 
between the two philosophers plato and aristotle. 

i was attempting a 3 dimensional spatial illusion 
onto a 2 dimension surface

raphael
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Aerial perspective is created by the use of colour, tone and 
saturation – strong colours to the fore, softer ‘weaker’ colours 
to the rear. Friedrich’s ‘The Stages of Life’ 1835 is a great 
example.
 It could be said that a similar spatial illusion is created by 
photographers and is known as ‘depth of field’.

masaccio, ‘branacci chapel’, c. 1425

 look how my vanishing point is at jesus christ’s head

masaccio 1401 – 1428
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The figures, trees, waggons all recede into the distance – 
becoming smaller, but the strength of the colours remains the same.

Think of paintings of landscapes where the artist has created 
an aerial perspective, the foreground is bold and prominent, 
whilst as the scene recedes, blues and ‘vaguer’ colours are used.
 Like Claude Lorraine for instance.

Look at Gainsborough’s ‘Blue Boy’ and Klimt’s ‘Forest’: both 
coming up in the topic on colour.

 also think of the role of colour 
in this respect – generally red, 

orange and yellow – bring 
forward. blues and greys push back

 whereas constable’s ‘hay wain’ is primarily linear perspective
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hey. clyfford still here. compare leonardo’s 
last supper with my abstract expressionist work 
where a pure canvas of paint is depicted with no 

attempt at a three – dimensional illusion

‘1953’, 1953

‘black square’ ,1915 
malevich

and don’t forget me. my pioneering two 
dimensional work was overshadowed by the 

soviets and post ww2 american hegemony using 
abstract expressionism as a political tool. the 
‘freedom in america to express yourself as you 
wish’. ha – i had that in russia although i was 

eventually muzzled – until now!

wow! should politics be left out of art? how can it be? 
but let’s move on…

we've illustrated still's '1953' by using 
torn card and tape demonstrating the 

concept of 'medium specificity'
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It is also worth looking at Johannes Vermeer’s 1662 ‘The Music 
Lesson’ where he has deliberately depicted the room in a linear 
three-dimensional perspective, look at the tiles on the floor, 
compared with Renoir’s 1918 ‘Le Café Concert’ where the artist 
has avoided reference to linear and to an extent, aerial perspective.

And don’t forget the huge influence of Hiroshige on 
European art at this time: Note – no geometric perspective 
– no vanishing point. Hiroshige was collected by Monet, 
Manet, Van Gogh, Whistler and Degas.

‘the music lesson’ ‘the café concert’

and me too 
with my 
‘sunrise’

renoir

i’m simply 
acknowledging that 

i’ve got a flat surface. 
not a trompe l’oeil

monet

‘hara’
1840s/50s
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Let’s conclude this section by considering Manet’s ‘The 
Railway’ which at first appearance seems to have depth, 
but when you look carefully, there is little aerial or linear 
perspective in evidence.  
 The model is one of Manet’s favourites, Victorine Meurent 
who you’ve seen before as ‘Olympia’.

The whole image is flat. There are strong verticals and 
horizontals, but little aerial or linear depth. The space between 
the fore figures and the background is virtually non-existent.
 Manet has acknowledged and challenged you to accept, 
that he has simply painted onto a flat surface with no pretence 
at perspective.

‘the railway’, 1873

manet
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The source of illumination and light. How has 
the artist used the source of illumination?

The artist’s choice of their source of light can be either to 
simply illuminate the scene and/or to create and support 
their meaning or message. An artist’s decision regarding the 
source of light is a very powerful tool and can add to our 
enjoyment of the work.

Monet’s ‘Haystacks’ reflect his primary subject matter being 
the changing light itself. The haystacks are of secondary 
importance – a platform for light to be displayed on.
 It was from artists such as Monet and the Impressionists 
that the light itself became a major purpose of the painting.

the impressionists captured light itself for instance monet’s ‘rouen 
cathedral’ and ‘haystacks’ and the changing effect of light on 

solid objects: showing them to be mere reflections of light
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Moving back a few years to Manet (always remember ‘a’ comes 
before ‘o’ alphabetically) one of the reasons ‘Olympia’ was so 
controversial was the manner in which Manet lit his scene. 
Similarly with ‘A Bar at the Folies-Bergère’. Look carefully to 
see if you can identify the source of the light.

It is difficult isn’t it? That is because you the viewer could 
be considered the source of light. It is not obviously coming 
from above, below or a window or door, a bulb or a candle. If 
you are the source of the light – how much does that involve 
you? That question was Manet’s intention. But then – how 
could you possibly be the source of the light within the 
painting? You’re not in it.

 

You belong here. You are responsible for the scene.
 You are part of the voyeuristic viewing of the naked, not 
nude, woman Olympia and the vulnerability of the bar-maid. 
But to emphasise from the last section, you’re not physically 
actually in the picture.
 Thanks to Manet, we’ve a whole dimension of thought to 
consider.

must remember to feed the cat

coming from you. the light creates a flat surface of the major 
subject matter. it has brought you into the scene, along with the 

subject staring at you
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Contrast Manet’s manipulation of light source with 
Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio’s ‘Madonna of Loreto’ 
painted in 1606.

Is Caravaggio’s light coming from you as with Manet’s 
‘Olympia’? Is its source divine? Perhaps there is a street lamp 
– but in a 16th Century Rome backstreet?
 Perhaps here you are being drawn into the picture as the 
holder of the lamp.

buon giorno. in most of my 
works you’ll notice that 

i concentrated on the 
shadows to emphasise my 

subject matter. here look 
to see if you can see the 

source of the light. it’s not 
coming from the doorway. 

it cannot be street light it’s 
too bright. it’s not coming 

directly from the christ 
child or mary as they are 
similarly illuminated. i’ll 
leave it to you to decide 
where the light is coming 

from. is it you?

caravaggio

i like to think that i’m included in the scene as a witness, holding 
my lamp to give them light and so that i too can see what is going 

on and be a part of it.
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how comforting bert. i feel as though 
i’m with someone to watch over me

caravaggio can certainly turn on the emotion and 
drama sid. you really do feel you belong here
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Here we can see the obvious source of the light – the candle 
– creating an atmosphere of drama and suspense.

being one of the few well known women painters of my 
time, i painted my picture ‘giuditta e la fantesca’ in 1625. 

i give here an extract to illustrate my use of light

 if you look carefully at most works until the 19th 
century you will see that light sources had been 

identified merely to illuminate the scene before you. 
natural lighting from the sun or artificial sources. casting 

shadows so effectively as with caravaggio.

artemisia gentileschi 1593 – c. 1656 
italian baroque painter
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So you have paintings where there is no obvious 
acknowledgement of the source of the light: apart from 
illuminating the scene, light itself is not important; paintings 
where the light source is fundamentally important but you 
can’t see it, through to paintings where the light itself is a 
primary subject matter.

and what do you think the main subject 
matter is in my painting ‘the sower’? the 

figure? the sun? the light?

 remember the light and the way the artist has treated 
illumination and its source and used it in his or her 

armoury of tools
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What is going on in the background? 
Looking deeper into the picture

The subject matter is of paramount importance but so too 
can be the background. Look for instance at Leonardo da 
Vinci’s ‘Mona Lisa’ where he has depicted his background 
of the countryside surrounding the location of the subject 
matter.
 We have already looked at component parts and asked 
ourselves to work out how and why they could be linked to 
the subject matter. Here we are applying a broader approach 
– where the background is quite obviously an essential part 
of the primary subject matter.

Look at Gainsborough’s ‘Mr and Mrs Andrews’ where the 
background landscape is also the subject matter i.e. Mr and 
Mrs Andrews’ status, ownership and position in society.
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 looks a bit classy for my liking bert

perhaps it’s a social commentary 
sid – where are all the people 

that tilled the soil?
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Look again at our illustrative sketch of ‘Grey Day’ by George 
Grosz. In the foreground is obviously the rich fat architect, 
whilst immediately behind the wounded soldier whose 
wartime sacrifice is now negated and he is cast away in favour 
of the new world. ‘Component parts’ could be the two figures 
against the background ‘information’ of new industrialisation.

the story here is in the background: the andrews’ 
estate. my painting is a unique combination of 

landscape and a double, informal portrait. robert 
and francis invited me to paint this shortly after 

their wedding in 1750.

thomas gainsborough 1727 – 1788

many paintings depicting a particular storyline contain 
important background material – not just component parts. 
these contribute to the events that are taking place in the 

foreground and complete the narrative
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Location settings are highlighted by background depictions 
for instance in Turner’s ‘The Fighting Temeraire’ far in the 
distance is the ghostlike image of the ship in its heyday thus 
contributing to the story of the sad old ship being towed by 
the steamy dirty tug towards scrap yard.

Really enjoy the story much more by taking a peek at what 
is going on in the background.

look again at bronzino’s ‘venus and cupid’. 
are the other characters part of the plot or 
are we looking at a subplot? it helps us with 

the history of what’s happened or indeed 
what may happen next?

detail from ‘the temeraire’

bronzino’s ‘venus’

detail from ‘arnolfini wedding’

have a good look at 
the background. who 

is in the mirror?
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The role of colours…the dynamism of colour

It is naturally impossible to appreciate colour in a black and 
white publication. It is an aim of this book to encourage you 
to visit art galleries more and of course there are books and 
the Internet, however nothing beats seeing paintings for real.
 We know how important colour is and often take it for 
granted. It adds to the prettiness of a picture, to the drama 
and to the overall effect and as such, it doesn’t really need a 
great deal of explanation. But in looking deeper, let’s consider 
perhaps some more subtle roles of colour.
 Enjoy the way the artist has used his or her colours in the 
composition. There are schools of thought in respect of the 
relationship between colours, their vibration, the juxtaposition 
and opposition of colours. The colour spectrum was developed 
many years ago in this respect. We are just going to touch on 
the edge of the topic here and give you a few pointers.

    

 the cool blues, the vibrant 
passionate reds, the orange of 
a sunset and the grey of the 

dawn, all very obvious and 
easy to spot

look at gainsborough’s 1770 ‘the blue boy’.

colour 
spectrum
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Gainsborough painted his ‘The Blue Boy’ in response to his 
rival Joshua Reynolds, who said:

Gainsborough’s emphasis on using blue was in complete 
contrast to Reynold’s ‘Blue Boy’.

 the figure itself is the primary subject matter and thus given 
the constraints of the canvas, should in all reality be projected 

forwards but gainsborough chose the clothing to be in blue thus 
visually pushing the figure into the background. blue pushes 

back, red projects forward. that is a vibrancy of colour

“… the masses of light in a picture 
be always of a warm, mellow colour, 

yellow, red, or a yellowish white, 
and that the blue, the grey, or 

the green colours be kept almost 
entirely out of these masses, and be 
used only to support or set off these 
warm colours; and for this purpose, 
a small proportion of cold colour 

will be sufficient. let this conduct 
be reversed; let the light be cold, 
and the surrounding colour warm 
… and it will be out of the power 
of art, to make a picture splendid 

and harmonious.”
sir joshua reynolds 1723 –1792
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Now look at Gustav Klimt’s ‘The Forest’. Ideally see this for 
real or look on the Internet.

Gustav Klimt 

1862 – 1918

A very clever use of the interrelationship of particular colours.

here i have painted my birch trees in grey and blue and 
my fallen leaves in the background in red and orange. 

the result is almost as though the birch tree trunks 
are pushed into the background and the leaves pulled 
forward, thus creating flattened tree trunks, almost 

falling into secondary position against the leaves that 
should be receding into the rear
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with my 1879 impressionist painting ‘the seine at asnieres’ (the 
skiff) i’ve tried to make the orange skiff vibrate against the 

river’s almost artificial depth of violent blue. do view it in its 
full vibrant colour to see how it works

renoir

monet

it was renoir, myself and the other impressionists that many 
consider to be the main influences on the liberation of colour 

– colour used in its own right for its own power

andre derain

we've taken the brilliance of derain's work and drawn our own 
illustrative sketch of it, but you really must see the work of real 

to appreciate the use of colouring

i was part of the group called the fauves or the wild beasts. this title was 
attributed to us because of our wild use of colours. unnatural maybe but to 
emphasise the exciting use of colour, its liveliness and vibration capability. 

look at my ‘collioure: le port de pêche’
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please look at my work a-fresh. as i got 
older i couldn’t paint so i cut out shapes 
and placed them together to emphasise 

the relationship of colours

henri matisse

schematic of ‘the snail’, 1953

 so a very brief tour of perhaps some of the more subtle uses of 
colour. beautiful, picturesque of course, but also a powerful 
tool to really make a huge difference to a picture’s overall 

composition. see as many pictures as you can and enjoy working 
out exactly what the colours are doing
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The role of the gaze. How is your gaze of 
the painting impacting on you?

Look at what is going on in a painting. Is the story, the action 
directly involving you or is it all happening irrespective of 
you the audience being present before the picture?

Look back too at the section on closed or open form and our 
comments on how the artist has drawn you in or pushed you back.
 This is all about your role with the painting.

Michel Foucault in his lectures in Tunisia in 1971, stated:

 i suggest you take your time with this section. more words than 
we would have liked, but here we are going to try and explain a 

complex concept

has the artist attempted to embrace you or kept you at a 
distance? could it all be happening regardless of your presence 
or are you an essential part of the artist’s intention with your 

psychology?

with manet, painting brutally ceases to 
be a normative space which assigns to 

the author and viewer their respective 
places in the service of a general idea 
and freezes their status, and becomes 

a space in relation to which the viewer 
must place theirself, reminded of his or 
her mobility and his or her ontological 

disinclination before a flat object, 
deprived of depth…

michel foucault
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The canvas is real but the image is an image – you can’t get 
into the picture and move about in it. You are physically 
distant from being within the scene – but you are involved.
 It’s a 2D canvas of limited size. Manet’s figures and railings 
extend beyond the canvas. You can’t bend your head into the 
picture to see the train the smoke is coming from or see the 
model Victorine’s feet or where the railings end. You can’t 
see what Victorine or the child are looking at. You can’t peer 
round the child’s head to see the colour of her eyes – or 
indeed – get her to turn round – of course you can’t – it’s 
simply a picture on a canvas.
 You are essential to the picture’s existence, but you are not 
actually a part of it.

wow. let’s try and explain a little more simply. let’s look at 
manet’s ‘the railway’ again
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It’s all very simple really: you see before you a canvas with 
paint on it, challenging you to reconsider what you might 
believe good art is: illusion, depth of field, perspective.
 Manet’s not trying to get you to suspend your disbelief 
– compared to Leonardo’s ‘Last Supper’ where he’s creating a 
visual illusion to get you to think the room extends beyond 
the fresco wall – which you know – doesn’t.
 Manet is acknowledging that you know the image doesn’t 
extend beyond the canvas – and so don’t be taken in by the 
19th Century Salon concept of ‘good art’ and thus let art serve 
other purposes – the beginnings of Modern Art.

however, i’m involving you in the picture – without you – there would be no 
point – but i obviously can’t physically draw you in.

remember please: i’m rejecting the academic dictates of the paris salon that 
emphasise ‘good art’ as being ‘pure’ in terms of perspective illusions: creation 

of depth, aerial curvaciousness on mythological nudes as well as the 
refined finish so demanded by them

i’ve created a modern approach to art and by challenging you to 
acknowledge the 2 dimensionality of my works, i’m involving you too in the 

modern movement
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We’re now going to look once again at ‘Olympia’ because Manet’s 
work is such an important development in the history or art.
 Look carefully, the woman is staring at you directly. You 
are involved, but again you are not. You are not physically part 
of the picture. You can’t be. Manet has created your invisibility.
 The work’s physical reality is a two dimensional flat 
surface canvas. And that is what is so striking.
 The ‘picture-object’ is pure materiality. A coloured 
surface. You the viewer are made to be an autonomous subject 
with no means to get into the picture. But you are involved 
because of the psychological impact the voyeuristic impulse 
within you creates when you stare at the naked woman.
 That stare, your stare psychologically if you like, lighting 
her up.

You are conscious of your presence and position within a 
much larger psychological system.
 You and your consciousness are making the picture. 
Without you the picture would be pointless.

‘olympia’

duchamp manet

‘it is the viewers who make the 
pictures’

and that is why i have been 
attributed with inventing the figure 

of the ‘modern viewer’
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How included or excluded are we with the painting? Think 
about yourself as the viewer and what your gaze is doing for 
you? Are you intruding? Are you looking afar as for instance 
at a battle scene or a landscape?

What was the artist’s intention with how he or she painted 
the picture with communicating: involving you or not?
 Think about the physicality and materiality of the paint 
on a flat canvas. Think about this in the context of a portrait 
where the sitter is looking directly at you. Are you involved? 
Are they communicating with you?
 Can layers of paint on a flat surface actually be in contact 
with you? Think about it.
 Furthermore take for example a primary subject figure gazing 
away from you. What are they looking at? We are not party to the 
subject of their gaze, we are excluded. They may be looking at 
nothing at all on the other hand they may be gazing at something 
which is of paramount importance to them, that has happened to 
them, that is about to happen to them. We do not know.
 The painting stands independent of our involvement. 
And the subject matter is just a layer of paint after all.
 The role of the viewer. The gaze of the spectator. Artists 
walking the line between illusion and reality.

william sadler. 1782 – 1839 ‘waterloo’

 what is the picture’s gaze doing or not doing? what is the role 
of your gaze? what was the artist’s intention?
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Previously we looked at 
the difference between the 
picture with a figure and 
without a figure. With a 
figure, the narrative has been 
dramatically added.
 The landscape has been 
beautifully presented; the 
figure encourages you to 
become part of the painting 
by inviting you to interpret 
what’s going on.

Thinking again of Abstract 
Expressionism, look at Clyfford 
Still’s ‘1953’ where you are 
forced to interpret what you are 
looking at in order to complete 
the story.

Of course, your interpretation 
will probably differ from the 
person next to you and that is 
the subject of the next section.

 let’s look again at john everett millais’ ‘glen birnam’

well we said at the beginning of this section that it would be a 
little complex. all we can suggest is that you now quietly think 
about the concepts we’ve tried to explain regarding your role 
as the gazer and really enjoy the painting in even more depth

our tape and card illustration
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The viewing eye. How would the painting 
be viewed from the perspective of the 

contemporary viewing eye?

We’ve now studied the topic of your role as the viewer, the gazer. 
 Let’s now consider this in a little more depth and think 
about how you would have viewed the painting if you were 
there when it was first hung. And this against the background 
of the painting’s cultural influence: yours and its socio-
political, historical and religious background. In other words, 
how would it have been perceived at the time?

The term ‘period eye’ was originated by the influential 
art historian Michael Baxandall in his book ‘Painting and 
Experience in Fifteenth Century Italy’ published in 1972. We’ll 
call the concept ‘the viewing eye’.
 Baxandall invites us to look at works of art from the 
perspective of a contemporary viewer. For instance the 
location of Raphael’s ‘School of Athens’ in the Vatican was 
designed and executed with a view to it being viewed by the 
Pope and the clergy of the time and not the general public. 
How would the clergy have viewed it and how may that 
differ from how you view it today?

 consider: who was the painting painted for? what relationship may 
the artist have had with his or her patron or audience in general? 

what constraints or free will was he or she working under?

much of the renaissance work was painted for the church and 
in later years private patrons. moving on from the renaissance, 

paintings were also created for galleries and for the open 
market. but let’s dwell on the italian renaissance as that sets 

the scene for this particular topic very well
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Many early works were painted 
purely for the clergy for example 
Leonardo’s ‘The Last Supper’.

Look at the movements and gestures of the disciples and Jesus 
Christ, the physiognomies, indicating each player’s mental 
condition, attitude and even intention. You as a 16th Century 
viewer would understand all the detail and the artist’s 
intention. But can you say as a 21st Century viewer that you 
understand it as fully as your 16th Century counterpart?

i painted this work called ’the kiss of judas’ in 1305 as a 
panel for the ‘the scrovegni chapel’ in padua.

giotto

giotto’s work was completed for 
the church. the church wanted 

painters or craftsmen, to illustrate 
stories from the bible. we have the 

early catholic church’s approach to 
its flock: to illustrate, to control, 

to encourage. salvation and 
redemption, whatever your point 

of view. hellfire and damnation or 
heavenly bliss. or both. your choice

 i painted this work for the refectory of the convent of santa maria delle 
grazie, milan. it was commissioned as part of a scheme of renovations to the 

church and its convent buildings by my patron ludovico sforza, duke of 
milan for the brothers of the convent to enjoy and to be visually inspired 

by the story
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Preachers of the time would have toured Europe spreading 
the message from the Church. They were apparently skilled 
visual performers with a codified range of gesticulations. 
Look up Giordano Bruno’s travels for instance.

i painted my sistine chapel ceiling for pope julius ii 
and the papal conclaves between 1508 and 1512

michaelangelo

the artists in this period worked with gestures, nuances, 
poise and postures, knowing that their audience would 

recognise the message

giordano bruno 
1548 – 1600
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As an example of how Renaissance viewers would have interpreted 
works, in 1435 Leon Battista Alberti, Italian humanist author, artist, 
architect, poet, priest, linguist, philosopher and cryptographer – 
the epitome of the Renaissance, in his 1435 book ‘Treatise of 
Painting’, codified colour: white – purity, red – charity, yellow/
gold – dignity, with the elements being: red – 
fire, blue – air, green – water and grey – earth. 
Renaissance viewers would have understood 
this codification as they would have appreciated 
the importance and value of lapis-lazuli blue – 
usually reserved for the Madonna’s cloak given 
its expense, as they would have appreciated 
symbolic meanings behind gestures and poses.

 here is one of the principal female figures in my 1482 work 
‘primavera’ or ‘allegory of spring’. consider her hand 

gestures. what do you make of them? conducting the music? 
inviting you into her realm? peace and goodwill? i know my 
intention. my 1482 viewers would have their opinion. what 

is yours?
sandro botticelli. 1445 – 1510

 leon battista 
alberti 

1404 – 1472
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The Renaissance: moving away from the stultifying influence 
of the early church and into the era of man being at the centre 
of things and in control of his destiny – the rise of humanism.
 Ok – so the ‘Sistine Ceiling’ is religious in subject matter 
but look at how Michelangelo depicts human beings in all 
their glory. Unabashed nakedness. Proud and dignified. Adam 
almost on a par with God. Don’t forget that Michelangelo was 
paid handsomely for this work by the church. He is therefore 
on a tight balancing act of meeting a Renaissance Pope’s 
requirements, together with his own religious beliefs against 
the background of the increasing humanism of the times.
 Look at the gestures, the nuances, the colours and their 
roles, the poise and postures, the interrelationships of the figures.
 Artists relied on their viewers having the knowledge and 
interest to interpret and understand the depictions before them.
 Artists also relied on their viewers’ understanding of and 
respect for proportionality and architectural exactness, hence 
so many examples of buildings being exactly depicted with 
great emphasis on perspective and the vanishing points.

look too for symbolism. all understandable to 16th century 
viewers, but to you?
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Today as in the past, people’s perceptual skills may mean 
that different viewers perceive paintings in different ways 
– but we’ll never know because we can’t swap our visual 
mechanisms.
 Also taste differs between people and between eras.
 We all bring to our viewing a baggage of information, 
assumptions, cultural identities, relationships, and moods, 
attitudes – drawn from our individual and unique experiences, 
circumstances and disposition. Also of course our visual 
capabilities: our sight, myopia and colour blindness are simple 
examples.
 Apply this to different eras’ viewing eyes and you have an 
incredibly complex mix.

We are familiar with many works of art before we ever see 
them for real. Think from your viewing eye what it must 
have been like to see Michelangelo’s Sistine Ceiling without 
any fore-knowledge, or Manet’s ‘Olympia’ with no pre-
conceptions.
 Think of the mediaeval congregation seeing the biblical 
depictions in marvellous colour and clarity of message. No 
wonder they were awe-struck or that Parisians in the 1860s 
were shocked. No wonder Michelangelo was considered divine.

think yourself back to the 16th century and ask yourself 
‘how would i have viewed this work within the socio-economic, 
religious and cultural world that i would have occupied?’ and 

then: ‘how does that differ from my stand-point today?’

 also remember the influence of photography and the 
internet on you
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How would you have received these pictures in the 16th, 17th 
and 19th Centuries? How do you view them today?
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don’t you just wonder at it bert?

never seen anything like it sid.

hiroshige 1797 – 1858 ‘hara’
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i painted my ‘the hay wain’ for my own enjoyment and 
also for display at the royal academy with a view to 

attracting a purchasing customer

john constable’s 1821 ‘the hay wain’ was designed and executed in the early 
19th century when there was tremendous economic and cultural change. 
it was painted at the time of rural riots and the labouring classes rising up 

against landowners and poverty. this work is generally regarded as a pretty, 
rural idyll depiction but when considering it further from the perspective of 

the early 19th century, it can be viewed as extremely unsettling

i also painted my ‘rain, steam and speed’ for 
display and sale at the royal academy

turner
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JMW Turner’s 1844 ‘Rain Steam and Speed’ painted shortly 
after ‘The Hay Wain’ could be viewed as a contrast to the 
latter in that it directly illustrates the onset of the Industrial 
Revolution: the speedy smoking iron train, the frightened 
rabbit running at speed from the train, but both pictures 
depict change from rural idyll to dirty smoky industry. As 
also with ‘The Fighting Temeraire’ – The romantic glory of sail 
giving way to the grunt and grind of boilers, iron, fire and 
smoke.
 As we now know, these artists were painting at a time 
following the onset of the Industrial Revolution and all its 
implications as they and presumably their audience perceived 
it having a positive or adverse effect on mankind and the 
environment. The ‘viewing eye’s’ perspective against your 
perspective: does it differ do you think?
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At the end of the 19th century, the artist Paul Cézanne, who 
came from a wealthy family, was able to indulge his passion 
for painting without the need for patronage or other forms 
of funding.

 ok – so we’ve briefly looked at socio-cultural influences, but 
what effect the commercial market? let’s just dip our toes into 

the subject

‘mont st. victoire’

 i was able to use my economic freedom 
to experiment and develop my own style 

without the need to indulge a patron 
or meet market demands. if i had to 

meet commercial reality, would modern 
art have developed as it did? would 

modernism ever have happened? would 
the demand have been created?
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In the early 20th century Picasso’s first avant-garde cubist work 
received incredible collector interest in Paris, further work was 
simply produced to maximise the bourgeois “keeping up with 
the Joneses” demand for his work.

And in respect of the financial and social status 
background of the viewers, look at a painting 
such as Georges Seurat’s 1884 ‘Bathers at Asnières’.

i made a small fortune from this

as did i. i’m georges braque and i worked 
closely with my friend pablo to decorate 
the walls of the rich and affluent with 

our works

and was i just in it for the money too? (aside…yes of course)

position yourself as an end of the 19th century french citizen either 
bourgeois or proletariat. in the painting do you see a life of leisure and 

enjoyment or do you see a brief break from the demands of working? look 
at the background. look at the nature of the various subjects, their dress, 

their gaze, their relaxation or their anticipation of a return to their 
workplace? from your perspective as a late 19th-century perusing viewer, 

how would you interpret this painting? perhaps with a more rigid class 
divide opinion than you would as a 21st century viewer? perhaps you as a 
modern viewer would have more sympathy for the hard-pressed workers 

than your bourgeois 1884 counterpart?

georges seurat
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You may have heard of the St Ives group of painters, Ben 
Nicholson, Christopher Wood, Alfred Wallis and Patrick 
Heron for instance, you may not have heard of the earlier 
Newlyn School of Artists, practicing across the Cornish 
peninsula in Newlyn itself a less well known movement.
 Amongst these artists was Frank Bramley who with his 
1887 ‘Eyes and No Eyes’ resisted the contemporary appeal 
to depict the rural rustic as nothing but angst and maritime 
life as harsh and unyielding. That is what the viewing public 
wanted to see from the safety of their cities, not people taking 
enjoyable respites, as with this picture.
 How do you view it from your personal situation and 
circumstances? How would you have viewed it as a Cornish 
fisherman’s wife in 1887?
 Apply your ‘viewing eye’.
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The influence of the mass media has made us familiar and 
maybe even sanitised to such images. In 1919 such media was 
in its infancy and of course there was the matter of censorship.
 What influence will access to the Internet now have? What 
influence has the freedom of the Press and its images had?

 in 1919 paul nash painted ‘the menin road’. before the 
great war such depictions of the total destruction of the 
landscape and de-humanisation of man would have been 

totally alien and unfamiliar to viewers. with our eyes, we 
have become accustomed to such images
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how scary is that bert?

yes sid, but we’re used to seeing such 
images now on the television. we’ve 

almost got weary of such scenes
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similarly with christopher nevinson’s 1915 ‘la mitrailleuse’. 
humanity depcited as never before as brutal machines. again we 
have become used to such images. in 1915 people were not. the 

1915 ‘viewing eyes’ of the time saw this image differently to how 
we see it
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Painted after the Second World War, look at Jackson Pollock’s 
‘Number 1A’ one of his famous drip paintings. The Abstract 
Expressionists worked in New York in the 1940/50s when 
America emerged as the dominant world force but yet 
confronted by the apparent threat of the Soviet Union and 
the onset of the Cold War.
 The Abstract Expressionists were used as American 
propaganda and diplomatic hegemony – political, values and 
economic influence – to create the impression of American 
freedom of expression and liberty.
 Seen through the viewing eye, Abstract Expressionism can 
be seen as the epitome of the American dream especially in 
contrast to the Western perception of Soviet threat to liberty.

In the early 21st-century we as viewers look at a painting and 
attempt an interpretation from our own cultural and socially 
economic standpoint. We may be offended at depictions of 
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female nakedness, we may be uncomfortable with acres of 
naked flesh, and we may feel not at ease with realistic images 
of the crucifixion, with gallons of flowing blood, beheadings, 
slaughtering.
 This is absolutely fine. We are 21st-century viewers and it 
is our prerogative to view a painting from the perspective of 
our own values and socio-cultural situations.

however, to understand the painting in as much depth as we wish 
to, it can be very illuminating to transport ourselves back to 
the period within which the painting was completed and look 
at it from a vastly different viewpoint, the viewpoint of the 

viewing eye at the time

the examples are endless, the purpose of this section is to simply 
ask you to consider the background of socio-economic, political 

and religious circumstances prevalent at the time and which 
undoubtedly would have affected the artist’s approach in terms 

of subject matter and means of depiction
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Let’s now conclude this section by referring to an iconic image 
from a particular movement in art: American Western Art. 
Why this movement? It dramatically places into perspective 
two ends of a cultural and philosophical spectrum.
 Frederick Remington (1861 – 1909) painted and sculpted 
many works depicting romanticised images of the American 
Wild West. He was responding to market demand.

 

Take this example of ‘Fight for the Waterhole’ 1903. Think of 
it in terms of your modern interpretation and understanding 
of the American Wild West and your knowledge, beliefs and 
values of the period depicted – the 16th to 19th Century drive 
westwards, the Pioneers, the Conquistadors, cowboys, settlers 
and the impact it had on the Native Americans; the growth 
of a continent’s economy and influence; living room and 
colonization, reservations and reduced social status.
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A monumental reflection. Your ‘viewing eye’ compared to 
Remington and his customers’ ‘viewing eyes’.
 Now think of the work from the perspective of your 
understanding of where a contemporary Pioneer would 
come from and from where a displaced Native American 
would come from.

one painting, one image, two completely different 
interpretations. enjoy your own interpretation and story 

making and for a little more depth: think of how others may 
have seen it and what the person next to you is thinking
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7. ‘THE PAINTING AS 
AN OBJECT’
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What is the painting’s provenance; its 
history of ownership, location, display? 

How much is it worth as an object?

From considering the piece as a work of art, now simply 
think of the painting, irrespective of its subject matter, its 
composition or any other matter discussed in this book, as 
merely an object.
 Simply paint applied to canvas, whether it is a religious 
artefact a commercial object or an item of possession, a 
treasure, within public ownership or a municipal acquisition.
 Think about John Constable’s ‘Hay Wain’. Painted in 
1821 it was originally hung at the Royal Academy exhibition 
where it failed to sell.
 It was subsequently exhibited at the Paris Salon in 1824 
where it was sold to a dealer called John Arrowsmith and 
brought back to the UK by another dealer DT White. It 
was then bought by an Isle of Wight resident, Mr Young. Mr 
Young’s art dealer friend Henry Vaughan acquired the painting 
following Young’s death and subsequently presented it to the 
National Gallery London in 1884, where it still hangs today.

is that the way it’s become? a cultural value synonymous with 
the price paid by the wealthy?

how much is it worth today? who knows? only the open market 
will yield a price if a bidder was set against a bidder.
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Every month we hear of records being broken by works of art 
being sold on the open market.

The taste and predilections of the wealthy counting above 
all else? But compare today with the Medici, the Sforza, the 
Papacy and the aristocrats in 18th and 19th century Europe.

What’s changed?

Were they more artistically and culturally enlightened than 
today’s super rich?

Maybe, maybe not.
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In 2011 Cezanne’s ‘Card Players’ sold for GB£147.7 million, 
in 2012 a Rothko sold for US$75 million and in 2013 a 
Leonardo sold for GB£44.5 million.
 In 2014 a Manet sold for US$65 million, two works 
by Mark Rothko sold for US$40 and US$45 million and a 
Georgia O’Keeffe US$44 million.
 A small Jasper Johns ‘American Flag’: US$ 36 million.
 In 2015 a Gauguin sold for US$300 million.
 The 2014 autumn art market in New York saw US$2 
billion in art sales: a record.
 In 2014, Deloitte conducted a survey which showed 
that 76% of art professionals viewed art, at least in part, as an 
investment – rising from 53% two years ago.
 Bankers and the wealthy are treating art as any other asset 
class, driving prices up and up following and affecting market 
forces rather than simple aesthetics.

In 1987 Japanese insurance magnate Yasuo Goto paid nearly 
UD$40 million for Vincent Van Gogh’s ‘Still Life: Vase with 
Fifteen Sunflowers’ at auction at Christie’s London. A record 
setting purchase.
 Interesting to think that in his own lifetime, Vincent 
experienced great difficulty in selling his work; relying 

just a few examples of how the art market can fetch fantastic 
prices and seem immune to the recession and economic crisis 

faced by most people

what’s the difference between pope julius ii commissioning the 
sistine by michelangelo and an investment opportunity by a 

merchant banker? answers on the back of an envelope please
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economically on his brother Theo. Vincent painted many 
versions of his sunflowers, each now with their own 
provenance.

has the value of art become high-jacked by investors without 
taste? and if so: who says they’re without taste?

watch this space
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Where is the object displayed? In a gallery, 
in a rural mansion, in a municipal building 

or in private ownership?

an aside you may find interesting. go back to the history of 
subject matter: think about how subject matter as well as size of 
paintings has changed over the years. then think about where it 
was possible for artists to display their works. medieaval castles? 

no – too damp and cold, but churches – yes. the growth of 
wealth amoungst the aristocratic and merchant classes led to 
substantial improvements in accommodation and with all that 

new wall space…

 how about a history painting or 
a portrait darling?

with the growth of civic buildings so the demand for appropriate paintings 
grew. where would jacques-louis david have found himself without the 

french revolution and napoleon’s empire and the buildings created around 
the culture of the time?

i don’t think my ‘napoleon crossing the alps’ will fit in there

jacques-louis david

hovel
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 And indeed, where would Constable and Turner be without 
the Royal Academy and the growth of Academy viewings? 
The Salon des Refuses and the Impressionists, and now even 
Banksy without walls?
 So do consider this question of display. Would the painting 
even have existed if there was nowhere suitable to display it?

When you are next in a gallery, look at the gallery layout. Is 
the painting you are looking at displayed as a component of a 
period movement or is it displayed alongside other paintings 
by the same artist? Is it displayed in a setting with other similar 
subject matters, in other words as part of a theme?

without a wall, leonardo would have had a problem. and…
he was only able to paint on such a massive scale because of the 
nature of the building within which the wall was constructed.

without the recent invention of paper, leonardo would have had 
to have thought twice about his sketches.

plein air artists would have been lost without invention by john 
g. rand of the oil paint tube in 1841. but that’s another story
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What is the influence of the curator, the house owner, the 
organisation for example the National Trust? What is the 
influence of the patron for example the Impressionists’ 
collector Paul Durand-Ruel, Vincent van Gogh’s brother 
Theo, Roger Fry, Peggy Guggenheim, Charles Saatchi? And 
of course there is you as a viewer and maybe a collector?
 Paintings should not be displayed on any wall in an accidental 
random fashion. Thought should have been given to position 
and placing and the relationship with other works on display.

An interesting gallery note seen at a recent Royal Academy 
Summer Exhibition:
 ‘This cleverly hung gallery was orchestrated by ‘xxxx’ RA. 
He wanted to include so much in this room that he set himself the 
considerable challenge of constructing a complete grid that would not 
only make the works fit together physically within the spaces, but also 
to set up unexpected dialogues between them.
 This unexpected pairing throws a spotlight on both the two 
large pieces of sculpture continuing with the coming together of the 
figurative and the more abstract form.’

essentially, how does the painting in question relate to other 
paintings alongside it, above it, below it, on the wall opposite, in 
the gallery we have just come from or are about to move into?

what thoughts from 
the curator or patron 

do you recognise? what 
display influence do you 

perceive?
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Establishment. Avant-garde to 
establishment acceptability

 
Finally, let’s throw some more thoughts in the air. When does 
avant-garde become part of the art establishment? When 
do renegade or rebellious artists become the establishment? 
What do we mean by establishment?

Contemporary art: what is the measure of its success? Van Gogh 
sold nothing. Picasso produced for the commercial market. 
Cézanne simply enjoyed painting whilst Michelangelo had to 
work for the Pope.
 Without Peggy Guggenheim, Charles Saatchi, Roger Fry 
or curators at the Tate Modern, Pompidou or the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York, where would Tracey Emin, the Post-
Impressionists, Abstract Expressionism be?
 Without you bidding at Sotheby’s or Christie's, what would 
be the value of art? To what extent has economics contributed 
to the fame, popularity and even vogue of certain artists?

remember this image of the paint can sprayer? graffiti is 
now part of the art establishment
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the power of the curator, the collector. graffiti art-now 
established, conceptual art-now established

simply enjoy the contemplation… and of course … the view
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Conclusion

So the next time you are in a gallery or at an exhibition, take stock.

Simply enjoy…

you can now concentrate more on those works that particularly 
grasp your attention and rather than just ticking them off as 
‘seen’ you can now ponder at will and explore the rich depth 
behind the painting – to become intimate with the painting, to 

allow your emotions to be come involved, to let the work reach 
out and the artist to communicate with you – to substantially 

add to your enjoyment

and when you are at that dinner 
party or simply enjoying a coffee 
at the gallery, you can indulge 

in the very rich tapestry of a 
fulfilling conversation about 

art, confident in the knowledge 
that you know what you are 

talking about

i would say it’s more 
figurative than abstract look at the effect of 

the colours and the 
composition

 i would see it as baroque
look at the background
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8. ‘THE ARTISTS 
AND THEIR WORKS 

ILLUSTRATED’
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list of works illustrated and where 
they can be viewed

Alma-Tadema, Lawrence (1836 – 1912), Favourite Custom 
(detail), 1909
Where it can be seen: Tate Britain, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)

Bacon, Francis 1909 - 1992, Three Studies for Figures at the Base 
of a Crucifixion, 1944
Where it can be seen: Tate Britain, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)

Balla, Giacomo 1871 - 1958, Abstract Speed and Sound, 1914
Where it can be seen: Guggenheim, New York City
(http://www.guggenheim.org/new-york)

Bomberg, David 1890 - 1957, The Mud Bath, 1914
Where it can be seen: Tate Britain, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)

Bosch Hieronymus. Detail from Christ Carrying the Cross. 1519
Where it can be seen: Museum voor Schone Kunsten, 
Belgium
(http://www.mskgent.be)

Bouguereau, William-Adolphe 1825 - 1905, Biblis, 1884
Where it can be seen: Private Collection in India so try 
wikiart for online image)
(http://www.wikiart.org)
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Botticelli, Sandro 1445 - 1510, Primavera, 1482
Where it can be seen: Uffizi Gallery, Florence Italy
(http://www.uffizi.com/)

Braques, Georges 1882 - 1963, La guitare’, 1910,
Where it can be seen: Tate Modern, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)

Bramley, Frank , Eyes and No Eyes, 1887
Where it can be seen: Penlee House, Penzance, Cornwall, UK
(http://www.penleehouse.org.uk)

Bronzino, Agnolo 1503 - 1572, Venus and Cupid, 1545
Where it can be seen: the National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Buonarroti, Michelangelo di Lodovico 1475 - 1564, Battle of 
Cascina, 1504
Where it can be seen: Michelangelo’s work has disappeared. 
The image known today was drawn by Bastinano da Sangallo 
in 1541. This image can be seen at Holkham Hall, Norfolk, UK.
(http://www.holkham.co.uk/)

Buonarroti , Michelangelo di Lodovico 1475 - 1564, Sistine 
Chapel Ceiling, 1508 – 1512
Where it can be seen: The Vatican, Rome, Italy
(simply browse the Internet for many images)

Caravaggio, Michelangelo Merisi, Madonna di Loreto 1571 - 
1610, 1604 – 1606
Where it can be seen: Sant’Agostino, Rome
(http://romanchurches.wikia.com)
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Carr, Emily 1871 - 1945. Kitwancool Totems. 1928
Where it can be seen: University of Toronto
(http://www.utoronto.ca)

Cezanne, Paul 1839 - 1906, Still Life with Apples, 1890
Where it can be seen: The Hermitage, St Petersburg.
(http://www.hermitagemuseum.org)

Cezanne, Paul 1839 - 1906, Mont Sainte-Victoire seen from 
Bellevue, 1885
Where it can be seen: Barnes Foundation, Pennsylvania, USA
(http://www.barnesfoundation.org)

Chagall, Mark. 1889 – 1985. Dream Class Parte Deux. 1913

Chardin, Jean-Baptiste-Simeon 1699 - 1779, The House of Cards, 1836
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London.
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Constable, John 1776 - 1837, Salisbury Cathedral, 1831
Where a version can be seen: National Museum Wales, Cardiff
(http://www.museumwales.ac.uk)

Constable, John 1776 - 1837, The Hay Wain, 1821
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London.
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Cooper, Samuel 1608 - 1672, Oliver Cromwell, 1656
Where it can be seen: National Trust, Blickling Hall, Blickling, 
Norwich, UK
(http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/blickling-estate)
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Correggio, Antonio Allegri da 1490 - 1534 Jupiter and Io 1531
Where it can be seen: Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna
http://www.khm.at

Courbet, Jean Désiré Gustave 1819 - 1877, The Stonebreakers, 
1850
Where it can be seen: Destroyed during WWII

Courbet, Jean Désiré Gustave 1819 - 1877, L’Origine du monde 
(The Origin of the World) 1866
Where it can be seen: Musée d’Orsay, Paris
(http://www.musee-orsay.fr)

Cranach, Lucas the Elder 1472 - 1553, Venus standing in a 
Landscape, 1529
Where it can be seen: Musée du Louvre, Paris, France
(www.louvre.fr)

Dali, Salvador 1904 - 1989, Metamorphosis of Narcissus (detail), 
1937
Where it can be seen: Tate Modern, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)

David, Jacques-Louis 1748 - 1825, Napoleon Crossing the Alps, 
1805
Where it can be seen: There are 5 versions of this work. Look 
at the Belvedere Vienna. (http://www.belvedere.at)

Degas, Edgar 1834 - 1917, l’Absinthe or In a Café, 1873
Where it can be seen: Museé d’Orsay, Paris.
(http://www.musee-orsay.fr)
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Degas, Edgar 1834 – 1917, Detail from Due Ballerine sulla 
scena (1874).
Where it can be seen: Courtald Gallery, London
(https://www.courtauld.ac.uk)

Derain, André 1880 - 1954, Porto de Peche, Collioure, 1905
Where it can be seen: Private Collection so browse the 
Internet

Duchamp, Marcel 1887 - 1968, Nude descending a Staircase, 1912
Where it can be seen: Philadelphia Museum of Art. USA.
( h t t p : / / w w w. p h i l a m u s e u m . o r g / c o l l e c t i o n s /
permanent/51449.html)

Duchamp, Marcel 1887 - 1968, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her 
Bachelors, Even, 1915-23
Where it can be seen: Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia
(http://www.philamuseum.org)

Dürer, Albrecht 1471 - 1528, The Young Hare, 1502
Where it can be seen: Albertina, Vienna, Austria
(http://www.albertina.at)

Dyke Anthony van. 1599 – 1641. Detail from Triple portrait 
of Charles I. 1636
Where it can be seen: United Kingdom Royal Collection
(http://www.royalcollection.org.uk)

Eyke van, Jan 1380 - 1441, The Arnolfini Portrait, 1434
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London.
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)
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Fragonard, Jean-Honoré 1732 - 1806, The Swing, 1767
Where it can be seen: The Wallace Collection, London
(http://www.wallacecollection.org)

Friedrich, Caspar David 1774 - 1840, Wanderer above the Sea 
of Fog, 1818
Where it can be seen: Kunsthalle Hamburg, Germany
(http://hamburger-kunsthalle.de)

Friedrich, Caspar David 1774 - 1840, The Stages of Life, 1835
Where it can be seen: Museum der Bildenden, Leipzig, 
Germany
(www.mdbk.de)

Gainsborough, Thomas 1727 - 1788, Mr and Mrs Andrews, 1750
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London.
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Gainsborough, Thomas 1727 - 1788, The Blue Boy, c. 1770
Where it can be seen: Huntington Library, San Marino, 
California, USA
(http://www.huntington.org)

Gauguin, Paul 1848 - 1903, Mata Mua (In Olden Times), 1892
Where it can be seen: Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid
(http://www.museothyssen.org)

Gentileschi, Artemisia , Judith and Maidservant with the Head of 
Holofernes (detail), 1625
Where it can be seen: Detroit Institute of Arts, USA
(http://www.dia.org)
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Giotto di Bondone 1270 - 1337, Scrovegni Chapel frescoes, 
1305
Where the works can be seen: Scrovegni Chapel, Padua, 
Veneto, Italy.
(http://www.cappelladegliscrovegni.it/index.php/en/)

Gogh van, Vincent 1853 - 1890, The Starry Night, 1889
Where it can be seen: MOMA New York (http://www.
moma.org/collection/object.php?object_id=79802)

Gogh van, Vincent 1853 - 1890, Sunflowers, 1888
Where it can be seen: National Gallery London.
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Gogh van, Vincent 1853 - 1890, Sower, 1888
Where it can be seen: Bührle Foundation, Zürich, Switzerland
(http://www.buehrle.ch)

Goya, Francisco 1746 - 1828, The Duke of Wellington, 1912 – 
1814
Where it can be seen: National Gallery London.
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Grosz, George 1893 - 1959, Grey Day, 1921
Where it can be seen: Nationalgalerie, Staatliche Museen 
Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin, Germany
(http://www.smb.museum)

Hals, Frans 1582/3 - 1666, The Laughing Cavalier, 1624
Where it can be seen: The Wallace Collection, London
(http://www.wallacecollection.org)
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Hiroshige, Utagawa, Iris and Kingfisher, 1834 – 47
Where it can be seen: This version: Minneapolis Institute of 
Arts. (https://collections.artsmia.org)

Hirosage, Utagawa, Moon Over a Mountain Landscape. 1837
Where it can be seen: Honolulu Academy of Arts. Hawaii
(http://honolulumuseum.org)

Hirosage, Utagawa, Hara, Woodblock print. 1840
Where a version can be seen: Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
(http://www.ashmolean.org)

Hirst, Damien 1965 - . Abalone Acetone Powder, (Spot paintings) 1991
Where Hirst’s Spot paintings can be seen: Simply search on 
Internet for locations and viewings.

Hockney, David 1937 - , A Bigger Splash, 1964
Where it can be seen: Tate Britain, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)

Hogarth, William 1697 - 1764, A Rakes’s Progress, 1733
Where it can be seen: Sir John Soane’s Museum, London
(http://www.soane.org)

Holbein, Hans, the Younger 1497 - 1543, The Ambassadors, 1533
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Holman Hunt, William 1827 - 1910, The Awakening Conscience, 1853
Where it can be seen: Tate Britain, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)
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Hopper, Edward 1882 - 1967, The Nighthawks, 1942
Where it can be seen: Art Institute of Chicago
(http://www.artic.edu/aic)

Hopper, Edward 1882 - 1967, Hotel Room, 1931
Where it can be seen: Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid
(http://www.museothyssen.org)

Johns, Jasper 1930 - , Flag, 1955
Where it can be seen: Museum of Modern Art, (MoMA) 
New York
(www.moma.org)

Kandinsky, Wassily 1866 - 1944, Image shown is detail from a 
typical abstract painting.
Where Kandinsky can best be viewed: Museum of Modern 
Art, (MoMA) New York, Tate Modern, UK, Academy of Fine 
Arts, Munch,
(www.moma.org) 
(http://www.tate.org.uk) 
(http://www.adbk.de/)

Klimt, Gustav 1862 - 1918, Birch Forest, 1903
Where it can be seen: Klimt Museum Vienna, Austria
(http://www.klimt.com)

Kooning, Willem de , Woman V, 1953
Where it can be seen: National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, 
Australia
(http://nga.gov.au)
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Lautrec Toulouse. 1864 – 1901. Design for Moulin Rouge 
Poster
Where it can be seen: Images available online and as posters.

Lichtenstein, Roy 1923 - 1997, Look Mickey, 1961
Where it can be seen: National Gallery of Art. Washington, 
D.C. USA
(http://www.nga.gov)

Lorenzetti, Ambrogio , Good Government, 1339
Where it can be seen: Sienna Italy
(http://www.tur ismo.intoscana.it/allthingstuscany/
tuscanyarts/allegory-good-bad-government-siena)

Lorrain, Claude 1604/5 - 1682, Pastoral Landscape, 1648
Where it can be seen: Yale University Art Gallery
(http://artgallery.yale.edu/)

Magritte, Rene. 1898 – 1967. The Treachery of Images
Where it can be seen: Los Angeles County Museum of Art
(http://www.lacma.org)

Malevich, Kazimir 1878 - 1935, The Black Square, 1915
Where it can be seen: Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow
(http://www.tretyakovgallery.ru)

Malevich, Kazimir 1878 - 1935, White on White, 1918
Where it can be seen: Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) 
New York City
(http://www.moma.org)
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Manet, Édouard 1832 - 1883, The Bar at the Folies-Bergères, 
1881.
Where it can be seen: Courtauld Gallery, London
(http://www.courtauld.ac.uk)

Manet, Édouard 1832 - 1883, Olympia, 1863.
Where it can be seen: Musée d’Orsay, Paris
(http://www.musee-orsay.fr)

Manet, Édouard 1832 - 1883 , The Balcony, 1868
Where it can be seen: Musée d’Orsay, Paris
(http://www.musee-orsay.fr)

Manet, Édouard 1832 - 1883, L’Absinthe, 1876
Where it can be viewed: Musée D’Orsay Paris
(http://www.musee-orsay.fr)

Manet, Édouard 1832 - 1883, The Railway, 1873
Where it can be seen: National Gallery of Art, Washington, 
D.C.
(http://www.nga.gov)

Masaccio, born Tommaso di Ser Giovanni di Simone 1401 - 
1428, Branacci Chapel, c. 1425
Where it can be seen: Santa Maria del Carmine, Florence
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brancacci_Chapel)

Matisse Henri 1869 - 1954, La Danse, 1909
Where it can be seen: Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), 
New York
(http://www.moma.org)
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Matisse, Henri 1869 - 1954, The Snail, 1953
Where it can be seen: Tate Gallery, London
(www.tate.org.uk)

Mengin, Charles-August. Sappho. 1877
Where it can be seen: Manchester City Art Gallery, UK
(http://www.manchestergalleries.org)

Millais, Sir John Everett. Glen Birnham, 1891
Where it can be seen: Manchester City Art Gallery, UK
(http://www.manchestergalleries.org)

Millais, Sir John Everett. Christ in the House of His Parents. 
1849-50
Where it can be seen: Tate Britain, London
(www.tate.org.uk)

Millet, Jean-François 1814 - 1875, The Gleaners (Des 
Glaneuses), 1857
Where it can be seen: Musée d’Orsay, Paris
(http://www.musee-orsay.fr)

Miró, Joan i Ferrà 1893 - 1983, Carnival of Harlequin (Detail), 
1925
Where it can be seen: Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo USA
http://www.albrightknox.org

Modigliani, Amedeo Clemente 1884 – 1920 Portrait of a Young 
Woman, 1918,
Where it can be seen: New Orleans Museum of Art
(http://noma.org)
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Mondrian, Piet 1872 - 1944, Composition in Blue and Yellow, 
1935
Where it can be seen: Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture 
Garden, Washington D.C., USA
(http://www.hirshhorn.si.edu)

Monet, Claude 1840 - 1926, Impression Sunrise, 1872
Where it can be seen: Musée Marmottan Monet, Paris
(http://marmottan.fr)

Monet, Claude 1840 - 1926, The Magpie, 1869
Where it can be seen: Musée d’Orsay, Paris
(http://www.musee-orsay.fr)

Monet, Claude 1840 - 1926, Bathers at La Grenouillère (detail), 
1869
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Monet, Claude 1840 - 1926 , Haystack, Morning Snow Effect, 1891
Where it can be seen: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
Massachusetts
(http://www.mfa.org)

Morisot, Berthe, The Cradle 1872
Where it can be seen: Musée d’Orsay, Paris
(http://www.musee-orsay.fr)

Munch, Edvard 1863 - 1944, The Scream, 1893
Where it can be seen: National Gallery Olso Norway.
(http://www.nasjonalmuseet.no)
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Nash, Paul 1889 - 1946, Battle of Britain, 1941
Where it can be seen: Imperial war Museum, London
(http://www.iwm.org.uk)

Nash, Paul 1889 - 1946, The Menin Road, 1919
Where it can be seen: Imperial War Museum London
(http://www.iwm.org.uk)

Nevinson, Christopher Richard Wynne 1889 - 1946, La 
Mitrailleuse, 1915
Where it can be seen: Tate Gallery, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)

Parmigianino: Girolamo Francesco Maria Mazzola 1503 - 
1540, The Madonna with the Long Neck, 1535 – 1540
Where it can be seen: The Uffizi, Florence, Italy
(www.uffizi.com)

Picasso, Pablo 1881 - 1973, Woman Weeping, 1937
Where can it be seen: Tate Modern, London.
(http://www.tate.org.uk))

Picasso, Pablo, 1881 - 1973, Guernica 1937
Where it can be seen: Museo Reina Sofia, Madrid, Spain
(http://www.museoreinasofia.es)

Picasso, Pablo 1881 - 1973, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon (The 
Young Ladies of Avignon (detail)), 1907
Where it can be seen: Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), 
New York City
(www.moma.org)
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Pollock, Jackson 1912 - 1956, Number 1 (Lavender Mist) 1951
Where it can be seen: National Gallery of Art. Washington 
DC. USA.
(http://www.nga.gov)

Poussin, Nicholas 1594 - 1665, A Dance to the Music of Time. 1630
Where it can be seen: Wallace Collection London
(http://www.wallacecollection.org)

Raphael, Raffeallo Santi 1483 - 1520, Madonna of the Meadows, 
1505
Where it can be seen: Kunst Historisches Museum, Vienna
(http://www.khm.at)

Raphael, Raffeallo Santi 1483 – 1520, The School of Athens, 
1509 - 1511
Where it can be seen: The Vatican, Rome, Italy
(http://mv.vatican.va)

Raphael, Raffeallo Santi 1483 - 1520, The Crucifixion with the 
Virgin, Saints and Angels, 1502
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London.
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Raphael, Raffeallo Santi 1483 - 1520 La Fornarina, 1519
Where it can be seen: Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Antica
http://www.galleriaborghese.it

Raphael, Raffeallo Santi 1483 - 1520 Transfiguration, 1519 - 20
Where it can be seen: Pinacoteca Vaticana, Vatican City
http://www.museivaticani.va
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Rembrandt, Harmenszoon van Rijn 1606 - 1669, A Woman 
Bathing in a Stream 1654
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Remington, Frederick. 1861 – 1909. Fight for the Waterhole. 
1903
Where it can be seen: Museum of Fine Arts Houston
(http://www.mfah.org)

Renoir, Pierre-Auguste 1841 - 1919, The Café Concert, 1876
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London.
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Renoir, Pierre-Auguste 1841 - 1919, The Seine at Asnieres 
(The Skiff), 1879
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Rockwell, Norman 1894 - 1978, Self Portrait, 1960
Where it can be seen: Norman Rockwell Museum, 
Stockbridge, Massachusetts, USA
(http://www.nrm.org/)

Rockwell, Norman 1894 - 1978, The Runaway, 1958
Where it can be seen: Norman Rockwell Museum, 
Stockbridge, Massachusetts, USA
(http://www.nrm.org/)

Rothko Mark 1903 - 1970, Untitled (Violet, Black, Orange, 
Yellow on White and Red), 1949
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Where it can be seen: Guggenheim, New York City
(http://www.guggenheim.org/new-york)

Rubens, Peter Paul 1577 - 1640, The Three Graces, 1636
Where it can be seen: Museo del Prado, Madrid
(https://www.museodelprado.es)

Luigi Russolo 1883 1947, 1911, The Revolt (La rivolt) 1911,
Where it can be seen: Gemeentemuseum Den Haag
http://www.gemeentemuseum.nl/

Sadler, William , The Battle of Waterloo, c. 1839
Where it can be seen: best to browse the Internet

Sarto del, Andrea 1486 - 1530, Madonna and Child with John 
the Baptist, 1512
Where it can be seen: Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria
(http://www.khm.at)

Seurat, Georges Pierre 1859 - 1891, Bathers Asnières, 1884
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Sickert, Walter 1860 - 1942, The Camden Town Murder, 
originally titled, What Shall We Do for the Rent? 1908
(where it can be seen: images via Internet browsing)

Spencer, Stanley 1891 - 1959. The Resurrection of the Soldiers 
(Detail) 1927
Where it can be seen: Sandham Memorial Chapel, Hampshire, UK
(http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/sandham-memorial-chapel)
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Still, Clyfford. 1904 – 1980. 1953
Where it can be seen: Tate Modern, London.
(http://www.tate.org.uk))

Stuart, Gilbert 1755 - 1828, George Washington, 1797
Where it can be seen: Crystal Bridges Museum of American 
Art, Bentonville, Arkansas
(http://crystalbridges.org)

Titian (Tiziano Vecellio) 1480 - 1576 Danaë with Eros 1544
Where it can be seen: National Museum of Capodimonte, 
Naples, Italy.
http://www.polomusealenapoli.beniculturali.it

Turner, Joseph Mallory William 1775 - 1851, Chichester Canal, 1828
Where it can be seen: Tate Britain, London.
(http://www.tate.org.uk)

Turner, Joseph Mallory William 1775 - 1851, The Fighting 
Temeraire tugged to her last Berth to be broken up, 1838
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Turner, Joseph Mallory William, 1775 - 1851 Rain, Steam and 
Speed – the Great Western Railway, 1844
Where it can be seen: The National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Vermeer, Johannes 1632 - 1675, The Milk Maid, c. 1657–1658
Where it can be seen: Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Netherlands
(https://www.rijksmuseum.nl)
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Vermeer, Johannes 1632 - 1675, The Music Lesson 1665
Where it can be seen: Royal Collection, St. James’s Palace, 
London
(http://www.royalcollection.org.uk)

Vermeer, Johannes, 1632 – 1675, The Art of Painting
Where it can be seen: Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna
http://www.khm.at

Vinci da, Leonardo 1452 - 1519, Mona Lisa, 1503 – 1506
Where it can be seen: The Louvre Paris
(http://www.louvre.fr)

Vinci da, Leonardo 1452 - 1519, Battle of Anghiari, 1505
Where it can be seen: Leonardo’s original work is now lost. 
The image know to us today was drawn by Peter Paul Rubens 
in 1603 and can be viewed in The Louvre, Paris.
(http://www.louvre.fr)

Vinci da, Leonardo 1452 - 1519, The Burlington House Cartoon, 
1500
Where it can be seen: National Gallery, London
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk)

Vinci da, Leonardo 1452 - 1519, The Last Supper, 1494 -1498
Where it can be seen: Santa Maria delle Grazie, Milan, Italy
(Simply browse the Internet for numerous sites to view)

Wallis, Alfred 1855 - 1942, The Blue Ship, 1934
Where it can be seen: Tate, London
(http://www.tate.org.uk)
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Warhol, Andy 1928 - 1987, Brillo Box, 1964
Where it can be seen: Try wikiart
(http://www.wikiart.org/en/andy-warhol/brillo-soap-pads-
boxes-1964)

Whistler, James Abbott McNeill 1834 - 1903, Nocturne in 
Black and Gold – The Falling Rocket, 1874
Where it can be seen: Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit USA
(http://www.dia.org)

Wood, Grant 1891 - 1942, American Gothic, 1930
Where it can be seen: Art Institute of Chicago
(http://www.artic.edu)
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